


(PATTERNS FREE). 

CHECKED AND STRIPED GLACE'S, 
12 2s. for 14 Yards. 

BLACK FRENCH FIGURED GLACES, 
£2 5s. 6d. for 11 Yards. 

JOHN HARVEY and SON, LUDGATE HILL. 
ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS. 

NEW SILKS 

(PRIZE MEDAL.) 

THOMAS'S PATENT SEWING MACHINES, 
For Private Family Use, Dressmaking, &e. &c. 

ITHEY WILL HEM, FELL, GATHER, BIND, 
BRAID, TUCK, ETC. ETC. 

CATALOGUES and SAMPLES of the WORK 
May be had on application to 

34, ST. MARTIN'S LE GRAND, 
AND 

REGENT CIRCUS, OXFORD STREET. 

JAMES L. DENMAN, WINE MERCHANT, 
11 ABCHURCH LANE, and 20 PICCADILLY, LONDON, 

Directs attention to the Natural, Full-bodied, and Unbrandied 

WINES OF GREECE AND HUNGARY. 
Terms, Cash. Cross Cheques, Bank of London.' Post-Office Orders payable al General Post Office. 

Bottles and Cases to be returned, or paid for. 

Wine Report and Detailed Price List of ALL OTHER WINES, Post Free. 
NOW READY, 

FAMILY HERALD, Part 264, Price Sixpence, contains 
NOVELS. 

Sunshine and Shadow.Chapters I. to VII. I The Mystery of Monk's Hollow.Chapters VIII. to XIX. And other Tales. 
' Its novels and tales are quite as well written as the best circulating library stories.'Saturday Review. 

ESSAYS. 
Julius Cresar.First Article. Books, Book Love, and Book Lore. Julius Cmsar.Second Article. Beautiful Necessity. 

CORRESPONDENTS--Axswmts TO. The Answers to Correspondents cannot be fictitious, a romance and a life history being embodied in almost each of them. The editor is the confidant and confessor in every station of life.'Saturday Review. 
Together with Poetry, Family Matters, Statistics, Scientific and Useful Information, Varieties, Random Readings, &c. &c, 

London W. STEVENS, 421 Strand. 

-.MABEL 
MAY. By the Author of TWICE MARRIED.' The New Tale in the ,15.1_ FAMILY HERALD. 

Its novels and tales are quite as well written as the best circulating library stories.'Saturday Review. 

NOW READY. 
THE AUTHORISED FASHIONS POR MAY.' 

Price ONE SIMIAN°, by Post 13 Stamps. THE LONDON AND PARIS LADIES' MAGAZINE OF FASHION. The 1 MAY NUMBER contains superbly Coloured Plates, by English Artistes, of the LATEST FASHIONS. Sanc- tioned by the highest circles, and adopted by the chief designers of PARISIAN AND ENGLISH FASHIONS. A Splendid Double Plate, Coloured, showing four of the latest and most exquisite Dresses, and the COURT' TRAINS most in fashion at THE LAST DRAWING ROOM. A beautifully Coloured Plate of quite new and magnificent PARISIAN AND ENGLISH FASHIONS. These original designs, being taken from Dresses in the private rooms of the first Artistes, are exclusively confined ta this Magazine. 
A finely Engraved Plate of the last !Mourning Fashions. An Engraving of the latest designs in Millinery, Bonnets, Hats, &c. Cut Models: full descriptions of all the Plates ; Parisian Fashion Intelligence, and description of some of the most beautiful Dresses; with Tales, Poetry, &c. 

London: W. STEVENS, 421 Strand; and air Booksellers, 
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North British & Mercantile Insurance Company. 
Incorporated by Royal Charter and Special Acts of Parliament. 

THE 
55th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of the NORTH BRITISH 

AND MERCANTILE INSURANCE COMPANY was held in the Company's Office, 64 Prince's Street, Edin- 
burgh, on Monday, 6th March, 1865, in terms of the Constitution of the Company. 

On the motion of the Right Hon, Viscount MELVILLE, K.C.B., JOHN STIRLING, Esq., of KipPENDAVIE, Senior 

Extraordinary Director present, was called to the Chair. 

-A REPORT by the DIRECTORS was read, showing the following results for the year 1861 
FIRE DEP.ART1VLENT. 

£248,567 19 7 The PREMIUMS received during the year 1864 amounted to 

Deduct Re-insurances 29,332 8 11 
£219,235 10 8 

, 3 During the year 1863 the Premiums, less Re-insurances, were 165192 8 

Thus exhibiting a net increase of 

The Total Losses by Fire, which during the past year were unusually heavy, amounted to 

LIFE DEPARTMENT. 
12so NEW POLICIES were issued, insuring ",°,2,9 271 2 and adding ta the Revenue the sum of 

of Annual Premiums. 
The DEATHS during the Year were 109 in number, Assuring, with Bonus Additions . . . 89,119 9 3 

which was considerably under the expectation by the Company's Tables. 
In the ANNUITY DEPARTMENT 31 Bonds had been granted, for which was received the 

sum of . . . . . . . . . . , . . . 19,858 14 5 

The RESERVED FUND and SUSPENSE ACCOUNT amounted to 256,762 15 9 

The ACCUMULATED FUND to . . . . . . . ............ 2,30616;465128 17 10 

And the ANNUAL REVENUE to 

On the motion of Ron= BLAIR MACONOCHIE, Esq., 
seconded by Joint WHITE CATER, Esq., the Report was 
UnanimotiSly approved of, and a Dividend was declared of 
12s. 64. per Share, or 10 per cent. en the paid-up Capital 
Stock of the Company, payable on 20th March current, 
free of Income-tax. 

On the motion of Sir JAMES GARDINER BAIRD, Bart., 
seconded by JOHN BROWN DINES, EsqSir Walter James, 
Bart., John Cookson, Esq., of Meldon Park, and the Right 
Hon. Viscount Melville, K.C.B., were reelected as Extra- 
ordinary Directors ; James Campbell Tait, Esq., Laurence 
Davidson, Esq., and David Baird Wauchope, Esq., as Or- 
dinal y Directors of the Edinburgh Board; and Pascoe du 
Pro Grenfell, Esq., Adolphus Klockmann, Esq., and James 
du Buisson, Esq., as Ordinary Directors of the London 
Board. 

BONUS YEAR. 
On the Close of the Books on 31st DECEMBER next, the SIXTH SEPTENNIAL INVESTIGATION, with the 

view lo a DIVISION of PROFITS in the LIFE BUSINESS, will be made. All Participating Policies opened on or 
before that date will share. 

ESTABLISHMENT-1865. 
OFFICE BEARERS. 

PresidentHis Grace the Duke of Roxburghe, K.T. 
vice-PresidentsMis Grace the Duke of Sutherland, The Most Noble the Marquis of Abercorn, K 

Sir John L. M. Lawrence, Bart., G.C.B. and K.S.I., Viceroy of India. 

Ordinary Directors. 

On the motion of the CHAIRMAN, seconded by Dr. 
ALEXANDER Wool), the thanks of the Meeting were, with 
acclamation, voted to the Directors of the Company. 

The special thanks of the Meeting were then, on the 
motion of GEORGE AULD,J0 JAMIESON, Esq., seconded by 
DAVID BAIRD WAUCHOPE, Esq., voted to the Local Boards 
and Agents. 

On the motion of JOHN WHITE CATER, Esq., seconded 
by DR. BURT, a special vote of thanks was given to JOHN 
OGILV/E, Esq., the Secretary in Edinburgh, who has been 
for the long period of fifty years in the service of the 
Company, and the Meeting recommended the Directors to 
testify their sense of his attention to the interests of the 
Company by some substantial mark of their confidence. 

On the motion of the Right Hon. Viscount MELVILLE, 
the thanks of the Meeting were voted to the Chairman. 

EDINBURGH. 
Frederick Pitman, Esq., W.S. 
John Brown loses, Esq., W.S. 
Henry D. Fergusson, Esq., W.S. 
John Maitland, Esq., Accountant-General to the Court of 

Session. 
R. Blair Maconochie, Esq., W.S. 
Sir James Gardiner Baird, Bart. 
David Davidson, Esq., Treasurer of Bank of Scotland. 
George Auldjo Jamieson, Esq., CA. J. F. Walker Drummond, Esq., Meraant. 
James Campbell Tait, Esq., W.S. 
Laurence Davidson, Esq., W.S. 
D. B. Wauchope, Esq., Merchant, Leith. 

SecretaryJohn Ogilvie. 
ActuaryDavid Chisholm. 

Medical OfficerJohn G. M. Burt, M.D., President of the 
Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh. 

AuditorGeorge Murray, C.A. Inspector of AgenciesAlfred Geed, 

General ManagerDAVID SMITH. 

HEAD OFFICES. 
EDINBURGH, 64 PRINCE'S STREET. LONDON, 61 THREADNEEDLE. STREET, E.C. 

LONDON (West End Office), 8 WATERLOO PLACE, PALL MALL, 5.1V. GLASGOW (Branch Office), 102 Sr. V1110 :11 Si. 
PART :\ ITI.May, 1865. 

LONDON. 
John White Cater, Esq., Merchant, 
Charles Morrison, Esq., Merchant. 
Junius S. Morgan, Esq., Merchant. 
John H. William Schriider, Esq., Merchant. 
George Garden Nicol, Esq., Merchant. 
George Young, Esq., Merchant. 
Alexander Henry Campbell, Esq., Merchant. 
Philip Charles Cavan, Esq., Merchant, 
Peter P. Rani. Esq., Merchant. 
P. du Pro Grenfell, Esq., Merchant. 
A. Klocknaann, Esq., Merchant. 
James Du Buisson, Esq., Merchant. 

Manager of Pise DepartmentGeorge H. Whyting. 
Foreign SuperintendentG. H. Burnett. 

ActuaryAndrew Baden, Jun. 
SecretaryF. W. Lance. SurreyorThornas Piper. 

Medical OfficersA. H. Hassall, Mi)., It. C. Cream, M.D. I 
601 
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THE 

FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW. 
EDITED BY GEORGE HENRY LEWES. 

IT has often been regretted that England has no journal similar to the Revue des Deux 

Mondes, treating of subjects which interest cultivated and thoughful readers, and published 

at intervals which are neither too distant for influence on the passing questions, nor too 

brief for deliberation. 
The FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW will be established to meet this demand. It will address the 

cultivated readers of all classes by its treatment of topics specially interesting to each ; and 

it is hoped that the latitude which will be given to the expression of individual opinion may 

render it acceptable to a very various public. As one means of securing- the best aid of the 

best writers on questions of LITERATURE, ART," SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY, FINANCE, and POLI- 

TICS generally, we propose to remove all those restrictions of party and of editorial "consis- 

tency " which in other journals hamper the full and free expression of opinion ; and we 

shalt ask each writer to express his own views and sentiments with all the force of sincerity. 

He will never be required to express the views of an Editor or of a Party. He will not be 

asked to repress opinions or sentiments becauSe they are distasteful to an Editor, or incon- 

siStent with what may have formerly appeared in the REVIEW. He will be asked to say 

what he really thinks and really feels ; to say it on his own responsibility, and to leave its 

appreciation to the public. 
In discussing questions that have an agitating influence, and admit diversity of aspects- 

questions upon which men feel deeply and think variouslytwo courses are open to an 

effective journal : either to become the organ of a Party, and to maintain a vigilant consis- 

tency which will secure the intensive force gained by limitation ; or to withdraw itself 

from all such limitations, and rely on the extensive force to be gained from a wide and 

liberal range. The latter course will be ours. Every party has its organ, The FORT- 

NIGHTLY REVIEW will seek- its public amid all parties. 

It:must not be understood from this that the REVIEW is without its purpose, or without 

a consistency of its own ; but the consistency will be one of tendency, not of doctrine ; and 

the purpose will be that of aiding Progress in all directions. The REVIEW will be liberal, 

and its liberalism so thorough as to include g,reat diversity of individual opinion -within its 

catholic unity of purpose. This is avowedly an experiment. National culture and public 

improvement really take place through very various means, and under very different guid- 

ance. Men never altogether think alike, even when they act in unison. In the FORT- 

NIGHTLY REVIEW we shall endeavour to further the cause of Progress by illumination from 

many minds. We shall encourage, rather than repress, diversity of opinion, satisfied if we can 

secure the higher uniformity which results from the constant presence of sincerity and talent 

do not disguise from ourselves the difficulties of our task. Even with the best aid 

from-contributors, we shall at first have to contend against the impatience of readers at the 

advocacy of opinions which they disapprove. Some will complain that our liberalism is too 

lax ; others that it is too stringent. And, indeed, to adjust the limits beyond which even 

our desire for the free expression of opinion will not permit our contributors to pass, will be 

a serious difficulty. We muSt rely on the tact and sympathy of our contributors, and en 

the candid construction of our readers. The Revue des Deux Mondes has proved with 

what admirable sUccess a Journal may admit the utmost diversity of opinion. Nor can we 

doubt that an English public would be tolerant of equal diversity, justified by equal talent. 

The FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW will be published on the 1St and 15th of every month. Price 

Two Shillings. 
The First Number will appear May 15. 

OFFICE, 193 PICCADILLY. 
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CHAP1VIAN AND IIALL'S 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

MR. TH01.1.AS ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE. The COM- 
MONWEALTH of FLORENCE. A History of ,Four Centuries. Vols. I. and II. demy 8vo. 30s. 

[This Day. 

MR. W. HEPWORTH DIXON.The HOLY LAND. 
With Illustrations from Photographs by the Rev. JAMES GRAHAM. 2 vols. demy 8vo. 

[This Day. 

MR. THOMAS CARLYLE.The HISTORY OF FREDE- 
RICK the GREAT. Vols. V. and VI. completing. the Work, with Portraits and Maps. 40s. 

MR. ROBERT BROWNING.POETICAL WORKS. New 
Edition, 3 vols. leap. Svo, with a Photographic Portrait. 228. Cd. 

CARL MARIA VON WEBER.A BIOGRAPHY. From 
the German of his Son, Baron MAX MARIA VON WEBER. By J. PALG1LAVE SIMPSON, M.A. 

2 vols. post 8vo. 22s. 

MR. JOHN FORSTER.LIFE of OLIVER GOLDSMITH. 
A New Edition, with 40 Illustrations. is. 60. 

THE REV. ALEXANDER DYCE.SHAKESPEARE. 
Vols. I. to V. of the New Edition, price 10s, per volume. 

MR. RALPH WORNUM.EPOCHS OF PAINTING. 
Demy 8vo., with numerous Illustrations. 20s. 

MR. JAMES HUTCHINGS.SCENES OF WONDER 
AND CURIOSITY IN CALIFORNIA. With above 100 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 12s. 

MR. ANTHONY TROLLOPE.MISS MACKENZIE : a 
Novel. 2 vols. post Svo. 

MR. PERCY FITZGERALD.NEVER FORGOTTEN: a 
Novel. 3 vols. post 8vo. 

MISS ANNIE THOMAS.ON GUARD: a Novel. 3 vols. 
post 8vo. 

MR. CHARLES LEVER.LUTTRELL OF ARRAN. 
With 32 Illustrations, demy 8vo. 17s. 

MR. CHARLES CLARKE.CRUMBS FROM A 
SPORTSMAN'S TABLE. 2 vols. post 8vo. 

MILES BULLER; or, The Little World of Onniegate : 

a Novel. 3 vols. post Seo. 

SCRUTATOR.PRACTICAL LESSONS in HUNTING 
AND SHOOTING. Post 8vo. 9s. 

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, PICCADILLY. 
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RAWING CO 
FOR THE USE OF CHILDREN 

FROM FOUR YEARS OLD AND UPWARDS 

IN SCHOOLS AND FAMILIES. 

COMPILED BY A STUDENT 

CERTIFICATED BY THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT AS 

AN ART TEACHER. 

LONDON: 

CHAPMAN AND HALL, 193 PICCADILLY, 
Agents to the Science awl Art Department for the Sale of Art-Examples, &c.1 
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Now Ready, in Seven Parts, Price Eightpence each, 

ELEMENTARY 

[RIGHT.] [wno-sci.] 
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'14 ELEMENTARY DRAWING COPY BOOKS. 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. 

THE present Series of Seven Elementary Drawing Copy Books is intended to aid in making, 

Kinstruction 

in Drawing to children as general as that of Writing. They are therefore to be 

used in the same manner as the usual writing copy booksviz. : the copy being set at the 

top or at the side of the page (as the case may be), is to be copied on that same page, either 
belcw or on a line with the copy. 

A power of making lines and curves with precision, and imitating the outlines of forms 

with accuracy, is the first step towards a proper training of the hand and eye ; and when it 
is obtained, the child will readily pass into the next step of drawing objects themselves : just 
as in writing, the imitation of letters and words must precede the writing out thoughts. 
But, though this power of imitation is essential to drawing accurately, its practical use is 

limited unless it is coupled with a power of applying it in drawing the forms of nature. 

Copying by itself is not worthy to be called drawing. 

The set of Seven Books is made up as follows :No. 1, Letters of single lines. 

No. 2, Letters of double or parallel lines. No. 3, Geometrical and ornamental forms. 

No. 1, Objects. No. 5, Single leaves. No. 6, Leaves, flowers, and sprays. No. 7, Animals, 
insects, reptiles, fishes, and beasts. Learning the different kinds of lines by drawing Italian 
letters, and so starting from something with which the child is already acquainted, will be 

found easier and far more interesting than drawing abstract lines. 
The First BoOk is made up of the Alphabet, in large and small printing letters of single 

lines. The letters are arranged in order, beginning with vertical and horizontal lines, and 
passing on to oblique and curved lines. Letters of small size are placed first, as being less 

difficult to draw steadily than the longer lines of the larger letters. 
Book. 11.Letters in the same order as in Book I., the difficulty of the copies being 

ncreased by the letters being in double or parallel lines. 
Book 111. Geometrical and Ornamental Forms.These copies will be found much 

more difficult, and will require to be drawn with great care and accuracy. 
BOOK IV.Objects.After the letters and copies in Book III. this set of copies will be 

found more interesting, and will perhaps appear more easy to the child ; but it must not be 

forgotten that the same care is equally necessary in drawing the objects, as in the more 
simple and rigid copies, where faults are more easily seen and detected. 

BOOK 17.Leaves.These copies should lead the child to look at natural leaves, and to 
understand somewhat their growth and construction. As great a variety of leaves as possible 
has been given. 

Boot( YLLeaves, Flowers, and Sprays.This book gives the extent to which it is 
necessary the child should go in drawing copies in outline from nature. 

Boot: VILAnimals, Insects, Reptiles, Fishes, and Beasts.This last book is really the 
most difficult of the series ; and, though from the greater variety and interest of subjects it may 
not be so tedious as the preceding copies, the utmost care in drawing them must be given. 

A child who has already learnt to write, by passing once through this series of books, 
with great care and patience, will acquire a considerable power of drawing from objects. 
The same remark equally applies to an adult wishing to acquire the power of drawing. But 
if at the first essay the student cannot accomplish the exercises of the first, or any other 
books well, it is desirable that the copies should be repeated until the end is obtained. With 
this object a series of blank copy books has been prepared ; to be used either for second 
Copies or Memory drawings. 

After each of the last four books the same or similar objects may be drawn direct from 
nature. The copy previously drawn will serve as a guide to tbe manner in which to set 

Y, about the same subject from nature. It will also be found very useful to cause the child to 
practise any of the copies from memory on a slate between the respective lessons. 
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nowl,Amps, MACASSAR OIL, a delightfully fragrant and transparent preparation for the hair, 

and as an Invigorator and Beautifier beyond all precedent. Price as. 6cl., Is., 10s. 6d., equal to tour small, and 21s, 

per bottle. 
ROWLANDS' KALYDOR, for Imparting a radiant bloom to the Complexion, and a softness and deli. 

cacy to the Skin, and for eradicating cutaneous defects. Price 9s. 6d. and Ss. 6d. per bottle. 

ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or PEARL DENTIFRICE, for preserving and giving a pearl-like whiteness to 

the Teeth, a pleasing fragrance to the Breath, and for strengthening the Gums. Price 2s. 9d, per box. 

Sold by Chemists and Perfumera.. 

CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, NEURALGIA, 
RHEUMATISM, SPASMS, &c.. 

CAUTION. -" IN CHANCERY." 
CHLORODYNE: 

yICE-CHANCELLOR 
WOOD stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was 

undoubtedly the Inventor of Chlorodyne. Eminent Hospital Physicians of London stated that 

Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was the Discoverer of Chlorodyne ; that they prescribe it largely, and mean 

no other than Dr. BROWNE'S.--See Times, July 13, 1864. The Public, therefore, are cautioned 

against using any other than Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CIILORODYNE. 

THIS INVALUABLE REMEDY produces quiet refreshing sleep, relieves pain, calms the system, 

restores the .deranged functions, and stimulates healthy action of the secretions of the body, without 

creating any of those unpleasant results attending the use off opium. Old and young may take it at all 

hours and times, when requisite. 

From J. ITGIUGOIL CROFT, M.R.C. Physicians, London, late Staff-Surgeon to H.M.F. 

After prescribing Dr. J. Colija Browne'S Chlorodyne, for the last three years, in severe cases of Neuralgia 

and Tic Doloreux, I feel that I am in a position to testify to its valuable effects. Really in some cases it 
acted as a charm, when all other means had failed. Without being asked for this report, I must come 

forward and state my candid opinion that it is a most valuable medicine.' 

From JNo-E. GOULSTONE, 11.D., Brighton. 

I can confidently state that Chlorodyne is an admirable Sedative and Anti-Spasmodic, having used it in 

Neuralgia, Hysteria, Asthma, and Consumption with remarkably favourable results. It relieved a fit of 

Asthma in four minute, where the patient had suffered 11 years in a most distressinz manner, no previous 

remedy having had so immediate and beneficial an effect.' 

No home should be without it Sold in Bottles at 2s. 9d. and 48. 6d. Sent free on receipt of stamps, by 

J. T. DAVENPORT, 33 Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury Square, London, 
SOLE MANUFACTURER. Observe particularly none genuine without the words ' Dr. J. COLLIS 

BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE ' on the Government Stamp. 
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Two Prize Medals Awarded, 1862.. 

Prices from 15s. per set. 

et° S At all Fancy Repositories. 

WHOLESALE, JAQUES and SON, 102 HATTON GARDEN. 
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are Wedgwood, Esq., C. Darwin, Esq., M.A., _KIES., Miss Wedgwood, and other authentic sources; 
with an Introductory Sketch of the Art of Pottery ha England. 

BY ELIZA METEYARD. 

This is the Life of Wedgwood to the expected appearance of which I referred at Burslem:Extract front a Letter 
paratiort fortbk to the Author by the Right llora. W. B. Gladstone. 
o four alai!, et 

id a saftnes,a,d, BOOKS FOR MAY. 
:BRIGAND LIFE IN ITALY. By 

Count MAPPEL 2 vols. Svc. 

IMPRESSIONS of LIFE at HOME 
and ABROAD. By Lord EUSTACE CECIL. STD. US. 

ALEC FORBES of HOWGLEN. By 
GEORGE MACDONALD, M.A. 3 vols. 

YACHTING IN THE WEST OF 
ENGLAND. By the Rev. A. G. L'ESTRANGE. Ovo. 

With Illustrations, 15s, 

Also now Ready. 

HISTORIC PICTURES. By A. 
BAILLIE COCHRANE, M.P. 2 vols. 21s. 

HAUNTED LONDON. By Walter 
THORNEURY. Illustrated by P. W. FAIRHOLT, F.S.A. 
210, 

WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE By Car- 
dinal WI01131AN. 8vo. 50. 

HURST Sz; BLACKETT, Publishers, 13 Great Marlborough Street. 

palm. 

DEDICATED, BY PERMISSION, TO THE RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE. 

Now Ready, Vol. I., Sao., with Portrait and upwards of 100 Illustrations, price 21s., elegantly hound, 
the Work will be completed in one more volume, 

es ill From his Private Correspondence and Family Papers in the possession of Joseph Mayer, Esq., P.S.A., Francis and 1' 
THE LIFE OF JOSIAH WEDGWOOD. 
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THE, NEW NOVELS. 
VIOLET OSBORNE. By the Lady 

EMILY PONSONBY. 

LISABEE'S LOVE STORY. By the 
Author ot John and I,' Dr. Jacob, he. 

THE CURATE OF SADBROOKE. 
CARRY'S CONFESSION. By the 

Author of High Church," Owen, 'Hattie,' he. 

CHRISTIAN'S MISTAKE. By the 
Author of 'John Halifax.' 

BEATRICE. By Julia Kavanagh, 
Author of Nathalie,' &c. 

BLOUNT TEMPEST. By the Rev. 
J. 51. Ilifm.Ew. Third Edition. 

A FAITHFUL WOMAN. By the 
Author of Cousin Geoffrey.' 

C AWNPOR E. 
By G. O. TREVELYAN, 

AUTHOR OF ` THE COMPETITION WALLAH.' 

nner, to Pr° 
relieved 

a lit; 
hminglited ILLUSTRATED WITH A PLAN OF CAWNPORE, AND TWO ENGRAVINGS 

FROM PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE BURIAL-GROUND AND WELL. 

THE HISTORY IS DRAWN FROM AUTHENTIC, AND, IN MANY CASES, FROM NEW SOURCES. 

of stalal0 

Ore, 

Dr. J. C°11 MACMILLAN- & CO., 'LONDON & CAMBRIDGE. 

AN. 

2.11111,GIA, NEW NOVEL. 

This day is published, 3 vols. crown 8vo, cloth, price li. lls. 

THE HILLYARS AND THE BURTONS 
A STORY OF TWO FAMILIES 

ROWNE 

ondon stated E 
BY HENRY KINGSLEY, 

Author of ' Austin Elliot," Ravenshoe,' Re. 
largely, and 

[oil, are 

alms 
MACIV1ILLAN & CO., LONDON SZ CAMBRIDGE. 

the bedY, 

Mal tie ihtO 

This day, crown 8vo, cloth, price 10s. 601. 
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Price lo., free per Post, 

WORTHY 
WORDS on MARRIAGE 

and MATRIMONIAL LIFE, with Poems. Dedi- 
cated to the Ladies of England. 

NOT E.We are proud to be able to state that a cony 
of this work has been most graciously accepted by Her 
Majesty the Queen. It has also received the unanimous 
commendations of the Presa. 

London W. MACINTOSH, 24 Paternoster Ron; 
and all Booksellers. 

CURE OF A SEVERE COUGH AND 
INFLUENZA BY 

4 
- 

J 
I14.^swe 4,1 

From Mr. T. F. Ker, Surgeon, 32 Moss Lane, 
Manchester. 

"I was an admiring observer of the progress of the 
case of Mr. James Wallerton, who for some years had 
been labouring under a severe cough and influenzaa 
great degree of lauguorgreat hoarsenesssudden fever, 

until he tried your Wafers, and they have entirely 
removed all the symptoms." 

They give instant relief and a rapid cure of Asthma, 
Consumption, Coughs, and all Disorders of the Breath and 
Lungs. 

TO SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS 
They are invaluable for clearing and strengthening the 
Voice, and have a pleasant taste. Price Is. l¡d.; 25. 94., 
and 40. 64. per box. Sold by all Chemists. Small Books, 
containing many hundreds of Cures, may be had from 
wery Agent. 

OSBORNE'S 
ANALYSED PROVISIONS. 

.A saving of 15 per cent. 
To the purchaser on these truly excellent food product& 

OSBORNE HOUSE, 
30 LUDGATE HILL, NEAR ST. PAUL'S. 

DYSPEPSIA. 
MORSON'S PEPSINE WINE is a 
1.1.11. perfectly palatable form for administering this 
popular remedy for weak digestion. Manufactured by 

MORSON and Son, 19 and 96, Southampton Row, 
Russell Square, W.C., in bottles at 3s., 5s., and les. each. 
Pepsine Lozenges, in boxes, at 25. 64. and 95. 64. each. 

TrEATING'S PERSIAN INSECT- 
11 I_ DESTROYING POWDER, unrivalled in destroy- 
ing fleas, bugs, flies, beetles. moths, and every species of 
insect, and harmless to animal life. Sold in packets, 
la and 25. 6d. each (Is. packets sent free by post for 
II stamps), by THOMAS KEATING, Chemist, 79 St. 
Paul's Churchyard, EA.; also sold in Bottles, with bel- 
lows, at la Gd. and 3s. 

ACLEAR COMPLEXION IS 
PRODUCED BY GOWLAND'S LOTION. 

Lamas riding and promenading, or exposed to the heat 
of the sun, will, immediately on the application of this 
celebrated preparation, experience its extraordinary genial 
qualities. It produces and sustains 

Great Purity and Delicacy of Complexion, 
removes freckles, tan, and redness, and promotes healthy 
action, softness, and elasticity of the skin, and is recom- 
mended in preference to any other preparation by the 
Medical profession. 
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumera. Half-pints, 25. 94. 

THE BOOK OF PERFUMES. 
BY EUGENE RIMMEL. 

With upwards of 250 Illustrations by Thomas, 
Bow (lain, 

' One of the curiosities of the season.'iforning Post. 
'A delicious book.'Surt. 

A learned, elegant, and fascinating volume!Losulon 
An acceptable present'Ptsblie Opinion. [Review. 

'A very ably-written volumeCourt Journal. 
Full of odd, out-of-the-way information:Spectalor. 
A very good book.'Clohe. 
A beautifully printed and handsomely illustrated 

book:Noles and Queries. 
Crown 8vo., bound in cloth, gilt edged, 5s.; 

free by post for RS stamps. 

DRAWING-ROOM EDITION, 
Rose-leaf coloured paper, extra margins, tinted edges, 

105. ; free by post for 190 stamps. 
LONDON 

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193, PICCADILLY. 
lb be hcul also of the Author, 

96 Strand; 128 Regent Street; and 24 Cornhill, 
London. 17 Boidevard des Italiens, Paris. 

FURNITURE, CARPETS, and r BEDDING, carriage free.See our illustrated cata- 
logue, containing prices and estimates for furnishing 
houses of different classes, forwarded gratis. This book 
is the most useful guide ever published; contains 900 
designs of furniture drawn from an extensive stock, and 
embraces every article necessary In furnishing. The 
prices are based upon the lowest possible scale, and cannot 
be equalled for cheapness and quality combined. The 
stock always in hand at this extensive establishment is 
one of the largest in the kingdom.. References to former 
customers are offered.Lswin CRAWCOOR and Co., cabinet- 
makers, upholsterers, and bedding manufacturers, 73 and 
75, Brompton Road, Knightsbridge. N.B. Fifty drawing- 
room suites in various styles, from 12 to 100 guineas. An 
assortment of old oak furniture. Established 1810. 

PERFUMES 

MARROW 

OIL. 

Factory, \ 
BARTLETT'S' 

BUILDINGS, 

HOLBORN, E C. 
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BENHAM AND SONS' 
GENERAL FURNISHING IRON- 

1VIONGERY CATALOGUE 
May be had Gratis and Free by Post. it contains Illustrations of 
their extensive Stock of Stoves, Fenders, and Fire Irons, Kitchen 
Ranges, and Cooking Apparatus, for which Prize Medals have 
been awarded to them in the International Exhibitions of 1851, 

1855, and 1862. 
3as Works, Gas Fittings, Sic., Baths, Pumps, and Water Closets, 
Hot Water Apparatus, Conservatories, &c., Cutlery, Electro-Plate, 
Tea Urns, Lamps, and every description of General Furnishing 

Ironmongery. 
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, Bedding, Bed- 

Hangings, Blankets, &c. 
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FLAVEL'S 
PRIZE KITCHENER, 

With Patented Improvements, to which a Prize 
Medal has been awarded in 1562; also the only 
Kitchen Range which obtained a prize medal and 
special approbation in 1851. 

These Ranges are strongly recommended for 
their simplicity of construction, and economy and 
cleanliness in use, alas as a certain cure for 
smoky chimneys. 

They are made from 3 feet to 18 feet in width 
for large or small establishments, and may be 
arranged to supply a bath, steam lottles, hot 
closets, .1.1c. 
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THEIR GENUINEAND DOUBLE SUPERFINEARETHE QUALITIES PARTICULARLYRECOMMENDED FOR FAMILY USE. 

RETAILED IN EVERY TOWN THROUGHOUT THE UNITED KINGDOM. 

LF.Y-r/71-6/67-7 

9 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 

BENHAM AND SONS, 
21 "WIGMORE STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, LONDON, W. 19, 20, and 

"PURITY & EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY" 

.1862. 1862. 
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Also of their extensive assortment of SUN SHADES and PARASOLS, comprising Poult de Soie, Brocaded 

and Embroidered Silks, French, Maltese, and Brussels Lace, of the Newest and most Elegant Designs. 

PARASOLS ADAPTED FOR MOURNING IN GREAT VARIETY. 

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Umbrellas (for which W. and J. S. hare been awarded FOUR PRIZE 
MEDALS) on Fox's .Patent Paragon Frames, in every variety of style audprice, from 10s. 6d. each. 

To Umbrella and Parasol Dealers and the Public. 
THE REMARKABLE DURABILITY OF THE 

PA MN FRAMES FOR UMBRELLAS 
Is exemplified by a fact which has recently come to the knowledge of SAMUEL FOX & CO., vlz., that these frames 
are frequently taken out of old umbrellas and put into new ones, and the extent to which this is done by some manu- 
facturers compels the patentees. Samuel Fox and Co., to notice it, and to invite particular attention to their label. /awing 
their trade mark as well as their name, which they issue only with new frames, and which should be placed inside 
each umbrella or parasol. Samuel Fox and Co.'s frames, made of solid steel wire, are warranted in every way; they 
are charged one penny per umbrella or parasol more than the frames of other makers. Samuel Fox and Co.'s Patent 
Pebble Tips are used as an additional mark to denote their special manufacture; they are charged without profit, and 
are of extreme strength and durability, and will last as long as the frames. 'rho various imitations of these tips also 
necessitates reference to the label of S. Fox and Co. 

Deepcar, near Sheffield, January, 1865. 

SOFT, DELICATE WHITE 1 

And Clear Skins, with a DELIGHTFUL and LASTING FRAGRANCE, by using- 

FIELD'S CELEBRATED 
UNITED SERVICE SOAP TABLETS, 

FREE FROM 
COCOANUT OIL. 

MOTH SERA-CON; I; SOAP TABLET 

Wholesale at the Works, UPPER MARSH, LAMBETH, 
LONDON, and retail of Chemists, Grocers and Perfumers 
throughout the Kingdom, where also may be obtained their 4d. each. 

PRIZE MEDAL PARAFFINE CANDLES, as adopted by HER MaJsarr's Goyim-at 
and the NEW SELF-FITTING SNUFFLESS CANDLE. 

.. 

FREE FROM MADE OF 

COCOA-NITT OIL. THE PUREST POSSIBLE INGREDIENTS, 
EXQUISITELY PER FU M ED,. 

And recommended by the Faculty, 

ONLY SEE THAT the name of 
LON DO N J. C. & J. FIELD is on EVERY TABLET. 

10 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER 

Vt,r. &J. SANGSTER, 
Beg: respectfully to solicit an inspection of their NEW PARASOL, the 

FLORENTINE,' 
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SCOTT ADIE, 
By Special Appointment to Her Majesty and H.R.H. the Princess of Wales, 

Has on View the largest Choice of 

LADIES' WATERPROOF CLOAKS AND JACKETS 
In the most Fashionable and Useful Shapes, suited for the Season. 

LADIES' SUMMER AND WINTER LINSEY WOOLSEY 
DRESSES AND PETTICOATS, 

SCOTCH SPUN SILKS, IRISH POPLINS, &c. 

,11307CS IUllf_11' SUFI'S 
In all the Clans, made to Order. 

SCOTT ADIE'S FAMOUS, WATERPROOF HIGHLAND CLOAKS 
For Gentlemen, of SCOTCH TWEEDS, in various Textures, suited for all Seasons and Climates,. 

HAND-LOOM TWEEDS of real HIGHLAND WOOLS 
For Shooting, Fishing, and General Country wear. 

BANNOCKBURN MAUDS in the Heathers, Granites, Stone, Lovat, and other Mixtures, 
Sufficient in each for Suits, at 28s. 6d. each. 

HOME-SPUN SHEPHERD'S PLAIDS, 21s. each. 

BLACK and OXFORD SCOTCH TWEEDS in all substances for Clergymen s wear. 

SCOTT ADIE, 115 AND 115A REGENT STREET. 
ENTRANCE, CORNER OF VIGO STREET, LONDON, W. 

FIRST MANUFACTURED IN LONDON, 

A.D. 1742. 

Li 
We guarantee 

the perfect purity of 
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12 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 

Now ready, Vol. I., price lls. 

OUR UTUAL FRIEND. 
BY CHARLES DICKENS. 

WITH TWENTY ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARCUS STONE. 

Cases can be had for binding Vol. 

CHAPMAN & HALL, 193 PICCADILLY. 

SLACK'S IRONMONGERY WAREHOUSE, 
-FAMILIES FURNISHING will find it to their advantage to inspect the 

STOCK and compare the PRICES, a few of which can only be quoted in the limito ot an advertisement. 
Black Fenders, from 30. 6d. Drawing-room Fire-Irons, from 10s. Copper Coal Scoops. from 23s. 
Bronzed Fenders, from 10s. The New CoalBcoop, from 10s. ea. Dish Covers, 180. set of 6. 
Bright Steel and Ormolu, 65s. Improved Coal Boxes, 40. 6c1. Queen's Pattern, 280. set of 6. 

This Range will be found to surpass any that are now in use for cooking of every description with greater ease by one 
are ; it is applicable for heating rooms or baths, burning cheaper fuel, and is a certain cure for smoky chimneys. The 
top forces a hot-plate, and the open fire can be used for roasting, which removes the great objection generally felt to 
close Ranges. Can be seen in operation. 

SLACK'S CATALOGUE, with 350 drawings and prices of every requisite in Furnishing 
Ironmongery, gratis or post-free. No Person should Furnish without one. 

RICHARD AND JOHN SLACK, 
336 STRAND, Opposite Somerset House. 

Cash,s =brie Frilling 

Frilling is not attAched to any tr.. 

Requires neither hemming nor 
whipping, and is of a fine and 
peculiarly durable material, 
perfectly free from all dress. 
It is of various widths. 
For trimming all kinds of 
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S 
WASHING APPAREL. 

Sold by all Drapers, in Envelopes 
containing 12 yards. and bearing the 
names of J. So J. CASH, Patentees. 
and am Ire sewn on with great neatness. 

I. 
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THURSTON AND co., 

Billiard Table Manufacturers 
TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN, 

BY APPOINTMENT, 

And to H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. 

PATENT 

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND ADVERTISER. 33 

ESTABLISHED 1814. 

The great superiority of the Billiard Tables manufactured by this Firm is fully attested by the fact of 
their Tables having been patronized by Royalty since the reign of George ILI., during which period they 
have been honoured also by the pahonage of the principal Nobility and Gentry of England, upwards of 
two hundred of Her Majesty's and the Native Regiments at heme and abroad, and more than one hundred 
of the principal London, Provincial, and Foreign Clubs. 

CATHERINE STREET, STRAND, LONDON. 

3YEATCERS TO THE QUEEN AND PRINCE OF WALES. 

FRY'S 
HOMCEOPATHIC 

PEARL 
ICELAND MOSS 

ROCK I COCOA. 
FRY'S SOLUBLE CHOCOLATE. 

Fry's Chocolate for Eating, in Sticks, Drops, &c. Fry's Chocolate Creams. 

J. S. FRY j- SONS are the ONLY English House in, the trade 
to whom a PRIZE MEDAL was awarded at the International _Exhibition, 
1862. The superior quality of their articles has been attested by uniform 
public approbation, DURING A CENTURY. 

FOR CHILDREN'S DIET. 
cØ &Pozzo 

404, 

GUARANTEED 
PERFECTLY PURE. 

CORRECTED RECIPE FOR 
INFANTS' FOOD. 

To two teaspoonsful of BROWN AND POLSON'S CORN FLOUR, 
mixed with two tablespoonsful of cold water, add balf-plut 
of boiling milk and water (equal quantities); boil for seven 

CORN FLOURanblionuuttlagesass eteonflrecry slightly. It should be when warm , 

Ni 

sTozzx 



14 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND 

THE PERFECT HAIR-DYE. 
IFNWIN min ALBERT'S COLUM- 

BIAN.Its extraordinary power is so effective and 
instantaneous that grey hair is co- 

loured permanently a natural brown 
or black the moment it is touched 
by the dye, leaving it perfectly clean 
and soft as before the application. 
In cases at Ss. 6d., 10s. Gd., and 21s. 
Sample Case, 2s. 6d.; by post 40 , stamps. 24 PICCADILLY, where 

r Specimens may be seen. 

Beware of Imitations. 

A URICOMUS FLUID, for producing 
the rich golden flaxen colour so greatly admired for 

its beautiful and becoming shade, on ladies' and child- 

ren's hair. Prepared only by U.N WIN and ALBERT, 
Court Hairdressers, 24 Piccadilly. In bottles, 10s. 6d. 

and 21s. 

SHEPPARD'S 

NEW MODEL DAIRY BUTTER, 
Always good, in One Pound Baskets, lo. 51d., basket 
included. Cheese, liases, Bacon, Tongues, Chaps, ice., of 
the choicest descriptions. Crosse sud Blackwell's Pickles, 
Sauces, and Breakfast and Luncheon Delicacies. 

Provision Warehouses, 
SS Borough, S.E., & Terminus Stores, 

London Bridge, S.E. 

Bon.d's Permanent Marking Ink. 
THE ORIGINAL INVENTION, 
it. established 1821, is by far the BEST for Marking 

NAMES and INITIALS upon household linen, wearing 
apparel, &c. Price la. per bottle. No sixpenny size ever 
made. Sold by E. R. BOND, 10, Bishopsgate St. Within, 
E.C., and by all respectable chemists and stationers in the 
United Kingdom.--Nurrox, Removed from 28, Long Lane, 
E.C. (where it has been established nearly half a century), 
to 10, Bishopsgate Street Within, E.C. 

& Li/ 
imS"'" TERI, .d,s4 trikr,49/ 

V- FOR THY .S'AS 

FESTIVE BEASON. 

LOVE AND KISSES! 
THE CONGRESS OF FLOWERS. 

THE SANDRINGHAM BOUQUET. 
The rase looks fair, but fairer we it deem 

For that sweet odour which cloth in it live." 
Shakespeare. 

ASA a Thousand others. 

Three Bottles in a Pretty 
Case, 78. 

Single Sample, 
28. 6d. 

BOND 

Cool and Refreshing Toilette Requisite. 
fILDRIDGE'S BALM OF COLUM- 
kJ BIA, established upwards of forty years, is the best 
and only certain remedy ever discovered for Preserving, 
Strengthening, Beautifying, or Restoring the Hair, Whis- 
kers, or Moustaches, and preventing them turning grey. 
Sold in bottles, 3s. Gd., 6s., and 1 Is., by C. and A. Our 
tunas, 22, Wellington Street, Strand, London, W.C., and 
all Chemists and Perfumera. For Children's and Ladies' 
'lair it is most efficacious and unrivalled. 

Used in the I '.totet8 of 

and the 

More cleanly, polishes more quickly, & cheaper, 
Because it is less wasteful, and because a little goes 
further than any other kind. Sold by Grocers, Druggists, 
Ironmongers, Be. RECK/TT and Sous, Suffolk Lane, 
Upper Thames Street, E.C., and Hull. 

White and Sound Teeth: 
TEWSBURY and. BROWN'S ORI- 
ti ENTAL TOOTH PASTE. Established by 40 years' 
experience as the best preservative for the teeth and 
guMS. The original and only Genuine, ls. 6d. and 25. Gd. 
per pat. 

113, 1VIARKET STREET, 3/IANCHESTER ; and by Agents- 
throughout the Kingdom and Colonies. 

Haye's Worsdell's Pills. 
HE experience of nearly half a 

century proves that this invaluable Medicine is 
potent for the removal of DISEASE, and the restorationlof 
HEALTH. No FA31/LY should be without it, as a timely 
use of this great Remedy has saved THOUSANDS of 
valuable lives. There is no form of disease which may 
not be cured if Kaye's Worsdell's Pills are taken in time. 
Sold by all Chemists, &c., at la. lid., 28. 9d., and 4s. 6d. 
per box. 

ADVERTISER. 

TRELOAR'S 
COCOA-NUT MATTING 

AND 

KAM PT U LI CO N 
Wholesale and Retail at the Manufacturer's 

Warehouses, 

10 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON. 

LASS SHADES 
For the Protection of Articles injured by exposure, 

FERN CASES AND AQUARIUMS, 

GLASS AND OTHER MATERIALS FOR 
PHOTOGRAPHIC PURPOSES, 

AND EVERY KIND OF PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL 

WINDOW-GLASS, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, AT 

CLAUDET k BOUGHTON'S, 
39, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 

Lista of Prices sent Free on Application. 

ile 
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KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY V. COGNAC BRANDY. 
THIS celebrated. OLD IRISH WHISKY rivals the finest French 

Brandy. It is pure, mild, mellow, delicious, and very wholesome. Sold in bottles, 
3s. Sd., at the retail houses in London ; by the agents in the principal towns in England ; 

or, wholesale, at 8, Great Windmill Street, Haymarket, W. Observe the :ed seal, pink 
label, and cork branded "Kinahan's LL Whisky." 

OSLERS GLASS CHANDELIERQ 
WALL LIGHTS AND LUSTRES, FOR GAS AND CANDLES. 

TABLE GLASS, ETC. 
Glass Dinner Services for 12 Persons, from 71. 15s. Glass Dessert Services for 12 Persons, frotn 21. 

ALL ARTICLES NARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES. 

Ornamental Glass, English and Foreign, suitable for Presents. 
Mess, Export, and Furnishing Orders promptly executed. 

LONDONSHOW ROOMS, 45 OXFORD STREET. 
BIRMINGHAMMANUFACTORY & SHOW ROOMS, BROAD STREET, 

ESTABLISHED 1807. 

Chandeliers in Bronze and Ormolu for Dining-room and Library. 
Candelabra, Moderator Lamps, in Bronze, Ormolu, China, and Glass. 

Statuettes in Parlan, Vases, and other Ornaments, in a Show-Room erected expressly for these Articles. 

OSLER, 45 OXFORD STREET, W. 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

JOSEPH GILLOTT, 
METALLIC PEN MAKER TO THE QUEEN, 

13EGS to inform the Commercial World, Scholastic Institutions, and the 
Public generally, that, by a novel application of his unrivalled Machinery for making Steel Pens, he 

has introduced a NEW SERIES of his useful productions, which, for EXCELLENCE OF TEMPER, QUALITY OF 

MATERIAL, and, above all, CHEAPNESS IN PRICE, must insure universal approbation, and defy competition. 

Each Pen bears the impress of his name as a guarantee of quality. They are put up in boxes containing 
one gross each, with label outside, and the fac-simile of his signature. 

At the request of numerous persons engaged in tuition, J. G. has introduced his WARRANTED SCHOOL 

and mime PENS, which are especially adapted to their use, being of different degrees of flexibility, and 
with fine, medium, and broad points, suitable for the various kinds of Writing taught in Schools. 

Sold Retail by all Stationers and Booksellers. Merchants and Wholesale Dealers can be supplied at the 
Works, Graham-street, Birmingham ; at 91 John-street, New York; and at 37 Gracechurch-street, London. 
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WILLIAM S. BURTON, 
GENERAL FURMSHING IRONMONGER, 

By Appointment, to H.R.H. the PRINCE of WALES. 

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE 
FOR SILVER. 

THE REAL NICKEL SILVER, 
Introduced More than thirty years ago by 

WILLIAM S. BURTON, 

When PLATED by the patent process of Messrs. ElkIng- 
ton and Co., is beyond all comparison the very best article 

next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, 

either usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test 
can it be distinguished from real silver. 

A small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish 
and durability, as follows: 

Any article to be had sing y at the same prices. An 
oak chest to contain the above, and a relative number of 
knives, &c., £2 150. Tea and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers, 
and Corner Dishes, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, &c., at 
proportionate prices. All kinds of re-plating done by 
the patent process. 

WILLIAM S. BURTON 
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER 

By Appointment to II.R.11. THE PRINCE OP WALES, 

Sends a CATALOGUE gratis and post paid. It contains upwards of COO Illustrations of his illimited Stock of 

Sterling Silver and Electro Plate, Nickel Silver, and Britannia Metal Goods, Dish Covers, Hot-water Dishes, Stoves, 

Fenders, Marble Chimnevpieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays, Urns and Kettles, Clocks, Table 

Cutlery, Baths, Toilet Ware, Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads. Bedding, Bedroom Cabinet Furniture, &c., withLists 
of Prices, and PLATS of the TWENTY LARGE SHOW-ROOMS at 

39 OXFORD STREET, W.; 1, la, 2, 3, & 4, NEWMAN STREET ; 

4, 5, & 6, PERRY'S PLACE; & 1 NEWMAN YARD, LONDON. 
ESTABLISHED 1820. 

LONDON: PRINTED By WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS, STANFORD STREET AND CHARING CLEO% 

CUTLERY WARRANTED, 
The most varied Assortment of TABLE CUTLERY In 

the World, all warranted, is on sale at 

WILLIAM S. BURTON'S, 
At prices that are remunerative only because of the 

largeness of the sales. 

The Largest Stock in existence of PLATED DESSERT 
KNIVES and FORKS, in Cases and otherwise, and of the 
new Plated Fish Carvers. 

BEDSTEADS, BEDDING, and FUR- 
NITURE.W1LLIAM S. BURTON'S Stock on Show 

of IRON and BRASS BEDSTEADS and CHILDREN'S 
coTs, stands unrivalled either for extent or moderate- 
ness of prices. He also supplies Bedding, manufactured 
en the Premises, and Bed Hangings of guaranteed quality. 

Patent Iron Bedsteads, fitted with dovetail joints and 

patent sacking, from 120. each. Ornamental Iron and 

Brass Bedsteads in Great variety, from IL 40. to 251. 

Complete suites of Bed-room Furniture In mahogany, 

fancy woods, polished and Japanned deal, always on show, 

These are made by WILLIAM S. BURTON, at his Manu- 

factory, 81 Newman Street, and every article is guars.. 
teed. China Toilet Ware in great variety, from 4s. the 

set of five pieces. 

Fiddle 
or Old 
Silver 

Pattern. 

Bead 
Pattern. 

Thread 
Pattern. 

King's or 
Thread 

and Shell 
Pattern. 

. . £ s. d £ s. d. £ s. d 

12 Table Forks .... 1 13 0 200 2402 10 0 

12 Table Spoons ... 1 /3 0 200 2402 10 

12 Dessert Fecho... 140 1 10 0 1 12 0 1 15 

12 Dessert Spoons.. 140 1 10 0 1 12 0 1 15 

12 Tea Spoons. , 

6 Egg Spoons, I 
gilt bowls.. f 

2 Sauce Ladles.... 
Gravy Spoon ... 

16 0 

10 o 

6 o 
6 6 

100 
o 12 

8 o 
9 o 

1201 
12 0 

80 
10 0 

5 

13 6 

90 
11 0 

2 Salt Spoons, 
gilt bowls.. f 3 4 4 o 40 46 

1 Mustard Spoon, 
gilt bowl... f 19 20 20 13 

1 Pair Sugar Tongs 20 36 3 6 4 

1 Pair Fish Carvers 140 1 10 0 1 10 0 1 10 

1 Butter Knife.... 26 40 6 

1 Soup Ladle 10 0 12 0 
61 

16 0 17 

1 Sugar Sifter .... 3 3 66 4 6 5 

Total 9 19 9 12 9 0 13 9 6 14 17 

Table 
Knives 
per doz. 

Dessert 
Knives 
per doz. 

arvers, 
per pair. -- 

s. s. d IVORY HANDLES. s. 
34-inch ivory handles 12 o 043 46 
31-inch fine ivory handles 15 11 6 40 
4-inch ivory balance handles 18 o 14 0 50 
4-inch fine ivory handles 24 o 17 0 73 
4-inch finest African ivory 

handles 
32 o 26 0 11 0 

Ditto, with silver ferules 40 o 33 0 12 0 
Ditto, carved handles,silver 

fenoles 
50 o 43 0 17 6 

Nickel electro-silver ban- 
dies, any pattern 25 0 /9 0 17 6 

Silver handles of any pattern 84 0 54 0 21 0 - 
BONE AND HORN HANDLES 

Knives and Forks per dozen 
White bone handles /1 0 86 30 
Ditto, balance handles 21 0 17 0 46 
Black horn, rint'd shoulders. 17 0 14 0 40 
Do., very strong rivetted hdls 12 0 90 3 
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OUR MUTUAL FRIEND, 

CHAPTER VIII. 
THE END OF A LONG JOURNEY. 

THE train of carts and horses came and went all day from dawn to 
nightfall, making little or no daily impression on the heap of ashes, 
though, as the days passed on, the heap was seen to be slowly 
melting. My lords and gentlemen and honorable boards, when 
you in the course of your dust-shovelling and cinder-raking have 
piled up a mountain of pretentious failure, you must off with your 
honorable coats for the removal of it, and fall to the work with the 
power of all the queen's horses and all the queen's men, or it will 
come rushing down and bury us alive. 

Yes, verily, my lords and gentlemen and honorable boards, adapt- 
ing your Catechism to the occasion, and by God's help so you must. 
For when we have got things to the pass that with an enormous 
treasure at disposal to relieve the poor, the best of the poor detest 
our mercies, hide their heads from us, and shame us by starving to 
death in the midst of us, it is a pass impossible of prosperity, im- 
possible of continuance. It may not be so written in the Gospel 
according to Podsnappery ; you may not " find these words" for the 
text of a sermon, in the Returns of the Board of Trade ; but they 
have been the truth since the foundations of the universe were laid, 
and they will be the truth until the foundations of the universe are 
shaken by the Builder. This boastful handiwork of ours, which 
fails in its terrors for the professional pauper, the sturdy breaker 
of -windows and the rampant tearer of clothes, strikes with a cruel 
and a -wicked stab at the stricken sufferer, and is a horror to the 
deserving and unfortunate. We must mend it, lords and gentlemen 
and honorable boards, or in its own evil hour it will mar every one 
of us. 

Old Betty Higdon fared upon her pilgrimage as many ruggedly 
honest creatures, women and men, fare on their toiling way along the 
roads of life. Patiently to earn a spare bare living, and quietly to 
die, untouched by workhouse handsthis was her highest sublunary 
hope. 

Nothing had been heard of her at Mr. I3offin's house since she 
trudged off. The weather had been hard and the roads had 
been bad, and her spirit was up. A less stanch spirit might have 
been subdued by such adverse influences ; but the loan for her 
little outfit was in no part repaid, and it had gone -worse with her 
than she had foreseen, and she was put upon proving her case and 
maintaining her independence. 

Faithful soul ! When she had spoken to the Secretary of that 
" deadness that steals over me at times," her fortitude had made too 
little of it. Oftener and ever oftener, it came stealino. over her ; 
darker and ever darker, like the shadow of advancing Death. That 
the shadow should be deep as it came on, like the shadow of an 
actual presence, was in accordance with the laws of the physical 
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world, for all the Light that shone on Betty Higden lay beyond 
Death. 

The poor old creature had taken the upward course of the river 
Thames as her general track ; it was the track in -which her last 
home lay, and of which she had last had local love and knowledge. 
She had hovered for a little while in the near neighbourhood of her 
abandoned dwelling, and had sold, and knitted and sold, and gone on. 
In the pleasant towns of Chertsey, Walton, Kingston, and Staines, 
her figure came to be quite well known for some short weeks, and 
then again passed on. 

She would take her stand in market-places, where there were such 
things, on market days ; at other times, in the busiest (that was 
seldom very busy) portion of the little quiet High Street; at still 
other times she would explore the outlying roads for great houses, 
and would ask leave at the Lodge to pass in with her basket, and 
would not often get it. But ladies in carriages would frequently 
make purchases from her trilling stock, and were usually pleased 
with her bright eyes and her hopeful speech. In these and her cleat' 
dress originated a fable that she was well to do in the world : one 
might say, for her station, rich. As making a comfortable provision 
for its subject which costs nobody anything, this class of fable has 
long been popular. 

In those pleasant little towns on Thames, you may hear the fall of 
the water over the weirs, or even, in still weather, the rustle of the 
rushes ; and from the bridge you may see the young river, dimpled 
like a young child, playfully gliding away among the trees, un- 
polluted by the defilements that lie in wait for it on its course, and as 
yet out of hearing of the deep summons of the sea. It were too 
much to pretend that Betty Higden made out such thoughts ; no ; 

but she heard the tender river whispering to many like herself, 
"Come to me, come to me ! When the cruel shame and terror you have 
so long fled from, most beset you, come to me ! I am the Relieving 
Officer appointed by eternal ordinance to do my work ; II am not 
held in estimation according as I shirk it. My breast is softer than 
the pauper-nurse's ; death in my arms is peacefuller than among the 
pauper-wards. Come to me!" 

There was abundant place for gentler fancies too, in her un- 
tutored mind. Those gentlefolks and their children inside those fine 
houses, could they think, as they looked out at her, what it was to 
be really hungry, really cold ? Did they feel any of the wonder 
about her, that she felt about them ? Bless the clear laughing chil- 
dren! If they could have seen. sick Johnny in her arms, would they 
have cried for pity? If they could have seen dead Johnny on that 
little bed, would they have understood. it ? Bless the dear children for 
his sake, any how ! So with the humbler houses in the little street, the 
inner firelight shining on the panes as the outer twilight darkened. 
When the families gathered in-doors there, for the night, it was only 
a foolish fancy to feel as if it were a little hard in them to close the 
shutter and blacken the flame So with the lighted shops, and 
speculations whethar their masters and mistresses taking tea in a 
perspective of back-parlournot so far within but that the flavour of 
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tea and toast came out, mingled with the glow of light, into the 
streetate or drank or -wore what they sold, with the greater relish 
because they dealt in it. So with the churchyard on a branch of the 
solitary way to the night's sleeping-place. "Ah me ! The dead and I seem to have it pretty much to ourselves in the dark and in this 
weather But so much the better for all who are warmly housed at 
home." The poor soul envied no one in bitterness, and grudged no 
one anything 

But, the old abhorrence grew stronger on her as she grew weaker, 
and it found more sustaining food than she did in her wanderings. 
Now, she would light upon the shameful spectacle of some deso- 
late creature or some -wretched ragged groups of either sex, or 
of both sexes, with children among them, huddled together like 
the smaller vermin for a little warmthlingering and lingering 
on a doorstep, while the appointed evader of the public trust 
did his dirty office of trying to weary them out and so get rid of 
them. Now, she would light upon some poor decent person, like 
herself, going afoot on a pilgrimage of many weary miles to see some 
worn-out relative or friend who had been charitably clutched off to a 
great blank- barren Union House, as far from old home as the County 
Jail (the remoteness of -which is always its worst punishment for small 
rural offenders), and in its dietary, and in its lodging, and in its 
tending of the sick, a much more penal establishment. Sometimes she 
would hear a newspaper read out, and would learn how the Registrar 
General cast up the units that had within the last week died of -want 
and of exposure to the weather : for which that Recording Angel 
seemed to have a regular fixed place in his sum, as if they were its 
halfpence. All such things she -would hear discussed, as we, my 
lords and gentlemen and honorable boards, in our unapproachable 
magnificence never hear them, and from all such things she would 
fly with the wings of raging Despair. 

This is not to be received as a figure of speech. Old Betty Higden 
however tired, however footsore, would start up and be driven away 
by her awakened horror of falling into the hands of Charity. It is 
a remarkable Christian improvement, to have made a pursuing Fury 
of the Good Samaritan.; but it was so in this case, and it is a type 
of many, many, many. 

Two Incidents united to intensify the old unreasoning abhorrence 
granted in a previous place to be unreasoning, because the people 
always are unreasoning, and invariably make a point of producing 
all their smoke without fire. 

One day she was sitting in a market-place on a bench outside an 
inn, with her little wares for sale, when the deadness that she strove 
against came over her so heavily that the scene departed from before 
her eyes ; when it returned, she found herself on the ground, her head 
supported by some good-natured market-women, and a little crowd 
about her. 

"Are you better now, mother ?" asked one of the women. "Do 
you think you can do nicely now ?" 

" Have I been ill then?' asked old Betty. 
"You have had a faint like," was the answer, " or a fit. It ain't 
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c 3 OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. 

that you've been a-struggling, mother, but you've been stiff and 
numbed." 

" Ah!" said Betty, recovering her memory. "It's the numbness. 
Yes. It comes over me at times." 

Was it gone ? the women asked her. 
" Hs gone now," said Betty. "I shall be stronger than I was 

afore. Many thanks to ye, my dears, and when you come to be as old 
as I am, may others do as much for you!" 

They assisted her to rise, but she could not stand yet, and they 
supported her when she sat down again upon the bench. 

"My head's a bit light, and my feet are a bit heavy," said old Betty, 
leaning her face drowsily on the breast of the woman who had spoken 
before. " They'll both come lien" in a minute. There's nothing 
more the matter." 

" Ask her," said some farmers standing by, who had come out from 
their market-dinner, " who belongs to her." 

"Are there any folks belonging to you, mother ?" said the woman. 
"Yes sure," answered Betty. "I heerd the gentleman say it, but 

I couldn't answer quick enough. There's plenty belonging to me. 
Don't ye fear for me, my dear.' 

" But are any of 'em near here?" said the men's voices ; the 
women's voices chiming in when it was said, and prolonging, the 
strain. 

"Quite near enough," said Betty, rousing herself. "Don't ye be 
afeard for me, neighbours." 

" But you are not fit to travel. Where are you going ?" was the 
next compassionate chorus she heard. 

" I'm a going to London when I've sold out all," said Betty, rising 
with difficulty. "I've right good friends in London. I want for 
nothing. I shall come to no hárm. Thankye. Don't ye be afeard 
for me." 

A well-meaning bystander, yellow-legoinged and purple-faced, said 
hoarsely over his red comforter, as she rose to her feet, that she 

oughtn't to be let to go." 
" For the Lord's love don't meddle with me !" cried old Betty, all 

her fears crowding on her. I am quite well now, and I must go 
this minute." 

She caught up her basket as she spoke and was making an un- 
steady rush away from them, when the same bystander checked her 
with his hand on her sleeve, and urged her to come with him and see 
the parish-doctor. Strengthening herself by the -utmost exercise of her 
resolution, the poor trembling creature shook him off, almost fiercely, 
and took to flight. Nor did she feel safe until she had set a mile or 
two of by-road between herself and the market-place, and had crept 
into a copse, like a hunted animal, to hide and recover breath. Not 
until then for the first time did she venture to recall how she had 
looked over her shoulder before turning out of the town, and bad 
seen the sign of the White Lion hanging across the road, and the 
fluttering market booths, and the old grey church, and the little 
,crowd gazing after her but not attempting to follow her. 

The second frightening incident was this. She had been again as 
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bad, and had been for some days better, and was travelling along by a 
part of the road where it touched the river, and in wet seasons was 
so often overflowed by it that there were tall white posts set up to 
mark the way. A barge was being towed towards her, and she sat 
down on the bank- to rest and watch it. As the tow-rope was slack- 
ened by a turn of the stream and dipped into the water, such a con- 
fusion stole into her mind that she thought she saw the forms of her 
dead children and dead grandchildren peopling the barge, and waving 
their hands to her in solemn measure ; then, as the rope tightened and 
came up, dropping diamonds, it seemed to vibrate into two parallel 
ropes and strike her, with a twang, though it was far off. When 
she looked again, there was no barge, no river, no daylight, and a man 
whom she had never before seen held a candle close to her face. 

"Now, Missis," said he ; " where did you come from and where are 
you going to?" 

The poor soul confusedly asked the counter-question where she 
was? 

"I am the Lock," said the man. 
" The Lock ?" 
"I am the Deputy Lock, on job, and this is the Lock-house. (Lock 

or Deputy Lock, it's all one, while the t'other man's in the hospital.) 
-What's your Parish ?" 

"Parish!" She was up from the truckle-bed directly, wildly 
feeling about her for her basket, and gazing at him in affright. 

"'Lull be asked the question down town," said the man. " They 
won't let you be more than a Casual there. They'll pass you on to 
your settlement, Missis, with all speed. You're not in a state to be 
let come upon strange parishes 'ceptip as a Casual." 

"Twas the deadness again!" murmured Betty Higden, with her 
hand to her head. 

" It was the deadness, there's not a doubt about it," returned the 
man. "I should have thought the deadness was a mild word for it, 
if it had been named to me when we brought you in. Have you got 
any friends, Missis?" 

" The best of friends, Master." 
"I should recommend your looking 'em up if you consider 'em 

game to do anything for you," said the Deputy Lock. " Have you 
got any money ?" 

" Just a morsel of money, sir." 
"Do you want to keep it ?" 
" Sure I do !" 
" Well, you know," said the Deputy Lock, shrugging his shoulders 

with his hands in his pockets, and shaking his head in a sulkily 
ominous Planner, " the parish authorities down town will have it out 
of you, if you go on, you may take your Alfred David." 

"Then I'll not go on." 
" They'll make you pay, as fur as your money will go," pursued the 

Deputy, "for your relief as a Casual and for your being passed to your 
Parish." 

" Thank ye kindly, Master, for your warning, thank ye for your 
shelter, and good night." 
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"Stop a bit," said the Deputy, striking in between her and the 
door. " Why are you all of a shake, and what's your hurry, Missis ?" 

"Oh, Master, Master," returned Betty Higden, "I've fought 
against the Parish and fled from it, all my life, and I want to die free 
of it I" 

"I don't know," said the Deputy, with deliberation, "as I ought 
to let you go. a honest man as gets my living by the sweat 
of my brow, and I may fall into trouble by letting you go. I've 
fell into trouble afore now, by George, and I know what it is, and 
it's made me carefuL You might be took with your deadness 
again, half a mile offor half of half a quarter, for the matter of 
thatand then it would be asked, Why did that there honest Deputy 
Lock, let her go, instead of putting her safe with the Parish? That's 
what a man of his character ought to have done, it would be argueyfled," 
said the Deputy Lock, cunningly harping on the stroll°. string of her 
terror ; "he ought to have handed her over safe to theParish. That 
was to be expected of a man of his merits." 

As he stood in the doorway, the poor old careworn waywoni 
woman burst into tears, and clasped her hands, as if in a very agony 
she prayed to him. 

"As l've told you, Master, I've the best of friends. This letter will 
show how true I spoke, and they will be thankful for me." 

The Deputy Lock opened the letter with a grave face, which 
underwent no change as he eyed its contents. But it might have 
done, if he could have read them. 

" What amount of small change, Missis," he said, with an abstracted 
air, after a little meditation, " might you call a morsel of money ?" 

Hurriedly emptying her pocket, old Betty laid down on the table, 
a shilling, and two sixpenny pieces, and a few pence. 

" If I was to let you go instead of handing you over safe to the 
Parish," said the Deputy, counting the money with his eyes, " might 
it be your own freeswish to leave that there behind you?" 

" Take it, Master, take it, and welcome and thankful I" 
" I'm a man," said the Deputy, giving her back the letter, and 

pocketing the coins, one by one, "as cams his living by the sweat of 
his brow ;" here he drew his sleeve across bis forehead, as if this 
particular portion of his humble gains were the result of sheer hard 
labour and virtuous industry ; " and I won't stand in your way. Go 
where you like." 

She was gone out of the Lock-house as soon as he gave her this 
permission, and her tottering steps were on the road again. But, 
afraid to go back and afraid to go forward ; seeing what she fled from, 
in the sky-glare of the lights of the little town before her, and 
leaving a confused horror of it everywhere behind her, as if she had 
escaped it in every stone of every market-place ; she struck of by side 
ways, among which she got bewildered and lost. That night she 
took refuge from the Samaritan in his latest accredited form, under 
a farmer's rick ; and ifworth thinking of, perhaps, my fellow- 
Christiansthe Samaritan had in the lonely night, " passed by on the 
other sido," she would have most devoutly thanked High Heaven 
for her escape from him. 
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The morning found her afoot again, but fast declining as to tho 
dearness of her thoughts, though not as to the steadiness of her 
purpose. Comprehending that her strength was quitting her, and 
that the struggle of her life was almost ended, she could neither 
reason out the means of getting back to her protectors, nor even form 
the idea. The overmastering dread, and the proud stubborn resolu- 
tion it engendered in her to die undegraded, were the two distinct 
impressions left in her failing mind. Supported only by a sense that 
she was bent on conquering in her life-long fight, she went on. 

The time was come, now, when the wants of this little life were 
passing away from her. She could not have swallowed food, though 
a table had been spread for her in the next field. The day was cold 
and wet, but she scarcely knew it. She crept on, poor soul, like a 
criminal afraid of being taken, and felt little beyond the terror of 
falling down while it was yet daylight, and being found alive. She 
had no fear that she would live through another night. 

Sewn in the breast of her gown, the money to pay for her burial 
was still intact. If she could wear through the day, and then lie 
down to die under cover of the darkness, she would die independent. 
If she were captured previously, the money would be taken from her 
as a pauper who had no right to it, and she would be carried to the 
accursed workhouse. Gaining her end, the letter would be found in 
her breast, along with the money, and the gentlefolks would say 
when it was given back to them, " She prized it, did old Betty Higden ; 
she was true to it ; and while she lived, she -would never let it be 
disgraced by falling into the hands of those that she held in horror." 
Most illogical, inconsequential, and light-headed, this ; but travel- 
lers in the valley of the shadow of death are apt to be light-headed ; 
and worn-out old people of low estate have a trick of reasoning as in- 
differently as they live, and doubtless would appreciate our Poor Law 
more philosophically on an income of ten thousand a year. 

So, keeping to byways, and shunning human approach, this 
troublesome old woman hid herself, and fared on all through the 
dreary day. Yet so unlike was she to vagrant hiders in general, 
that sometimes, as the day advanced, there was a bright fire in her 
eyes, and a quicker beating at her feeble heart, as though she said 
exultingly, " The Lord will see me through it !" 

By what visionary hands she was led along upon that journey of 
escape from the Samaritan ; by what voices, hushed in the grave, she 
seemed to be addressed ; how she fancied the dead child in her 
arms again, and times innumerable adjusted her shawl to keep it 
warm; what infinite variety of forms of tower and roof and steeple 
the trees took ; how many furious horsemen rode at her, crying, 
" There she goes! Stop ! Stop, Betty Higden !" and melted away as 
they came close ; be these things left untold. Faring on and hiding, 
hiding and faring on, the poor harmless creature, as though she were 
a Murderess and the whole country were up after her, wore out the 
day, and gained the night. 

" Water-meadows, or such like," she had sometimes murmured, on 
the day's pilgrimage, when she had raised her head and taken any 
note of the real objects about her. There now arose in the darkness, 
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a great building, full of lighted windows. Smoke was issuing from 
a high chimney in the rear of it, and there was the sound of a water- 
wheel at the side. Between her and the building, lay a piece of 
water, in which the lighted -windows were reflected, and on its nearest 
margin was a plantation of trees. "I humbly thank the Power and 
the Glory," said Betty Higden, holding up her withered hands, "that I have come to my journey's end!" 

She crept among the trees to the trunk of a tree whence she could 
see, beyond some intervening trees and branches, the lighted windows, 
both in their reality and their reflection in the water. She placed 
her orderly little basket at her side, and sank upon the ground, 
supporting herself against the tree. It brought to her mind the foot 
of the Cross, and she committed herself to Him who died upon it. 
Her strength held out to enable her to arrange the letter in her 
breast, so as that it could be seen that she had a paper there. It 
had held out for -this, and it departed when this was done. "I am safe here," was her last benumbed thought. " When. I am 
found dead at the foot of the Cross, it will be by some of my own sort ; 
some of the working people who work among the lights yonder. 
cannot see the lighted windows now, but they are there. I am thank- 
ful for all !" 

The darkness gone, and a face bending down. 
"It cannot be the boofer lady?" 
"I don't understand what you say. Let me wet your lips again 

with this brandy. I have been away to fetch it. Did you think 
that I was long gone ?" 

It is as the face of a woman, shaded by a quantity of rich dark 
hair. It is the earnest face of a woman who is young and handsome. 
But all is over with me on earth, and this must be an Angel. 

" Have I been long dead?" 
"I don't understand what you say. Let me wet your lips again. I hurried all I could, and brought no one back with me, lest you 

should die of the shock of strangers." 
"Am I not dead?" 
"I cannot understand what you say. Your voice is so low and 

broken. that I cannot hear you. Do you hear me ?" 
"Yes." 
"Do you mean Yes?" 
"Yes." 
"I was coming from my work just now, along the path outside, 

(I was up with the night-hands last night), and I heard a groan, and 
found you lying here.' 

" What work, deary ?" 
"Did you ask what work? At the paper-mill " 
" Where is it ?" 
" Your face is turned up to the sky, and you can't see it. It 

is close by. You can see my face, here, between you and the sky?" 
"Yes." 
" Dare I lift you ?" 
"Not yet." 
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CHAPTER IX. 

SOMEBODY BECOMES THE SUBJECT OF A PREDICTION. 

WE GIVE THEE HEARTY THANKS FOR THAT IT HATH PLEASED THEE TO 

DELIVER THIS OUR SISTER OUT OF THE MISERIES OF THIS SINFUL WORLD.' 

So read tho Reverend Frank Milvey in a not untroubled voice, for 
his heart misgave him that all was not quite right between us and 
our sisteror say our sister in LawPoor Lawand that we some- 
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" Not even lift your head to get it on my arm? I Will do it by 
very gentle degrees. You shall hardly feel it." 

"Not yet. Paper. Letter." 
" This paper in your breast?" 
"Bless ye !" 
" Let me wet your lips again. Am I to open it? To read it?' 
"Bless ye !" 
She reads it with surprise, and looks down with a new expression 

and an added interest on the motionless face she kneels beside. 
"I know these names. I have heard them often." 
" Will you send it, my dear ?" 
"I cannot understand you. Let me wet your lips again, and your 

forehead. There. 0 poor thing, poor thing!" These words through 
her fast-dropping tears. " What was it that you asked me? Wait 
till I bring my ear quite close." 

"Will you send it, my dear ?" 
" Will i send it to the writers? Is that your wish? Yes, cer- 

tainly." 
" You'll not give it up to any one but them ?" 

"As you must grow old in time, and come to your dying hour, my 
dear, you'll not give it up to any one but them ?" 

"No. Most solemnly." 
"Never to the Parish!" with a convulsed struggle. 
"No. Most solemnly." 
" Nor let the Parish touch me, nor yet so much as look at me!' 

with another struggle. 
"No. Faithfully." 
A look of thankfulness and triumph lights the worn old face. 

The eyes, which have been darkly fixed upon the sky, turn with 
meaning in them towards the compassionate face from which the 
tears are dropping, and a smile is on the aged lips as they ask : 

" What is your name, my dear ?" 
"My name is Lizzie Hexam." 
"I must be sore disfigured. Are you afraid to kiss me?" 
The answer is, the ready pressure of her lips upon the cold but 

smiling mouth. 
"Bless ye! NOW lift me, my love." 
Lizzie Hexam very softly raised the weather-stained grey head, 

and lifted her as high as Heaven. 

it 
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times 'read these words in an awful manner, over our Sister and 
our Brother too. 

And Sloppyon whom the brave deceased had never turned her 
back until she ran away from him, knowing that otherwise he would 
not be separated from herSloppy could not in his conscience as yet 
find the hearty thanks required of it. Selfish in Sloppy, and yet 
excusable, it may be humbly hoped, because our sister had been 
more than his mother. 

The words were read above the ashes of Betty Higden, in a corner 
of a churchyard near the river ; in a churchyard so obscure that there 
was nothing in it but grass-mounds, not so much as one single tomb- 
stone. It might not be to do an unreasonably great deal for the 
diggers and hewers, in a registering age, if we ticketed their graves 
at the common charge ; so that a new generation might know which 
was which : so that the soldier, sailor, emigrant, coming home, should 
be able to identify the resting-place of father, mother, playmate, or 
betrothed. For, we turn up our eyes and say that we are all alike in 
death, and we might turn them down and work the saying out in 
this world, so far. It would be sentimental, perhaps ? But how say 
ye, my lords and gentlemen and honorable boards, shall we not 
find good standing-room left for a little sentiment, if we look into our 
crowds ? 

Near unto the Reverend Frank Milvey as he read, stood his little 
wife, John. Rokesmith the Secretary, and Bella INilfer. These, over 
and above Sloppy, were the mourners at the lowly grave. Not a 
penny had been added to the money sewn in her dress : what her 
honest spirit had so long projected, was fulfilled 

" I've took it in my head," said Sloppy, laying it, inconsolable, 
against the church door, when all was done : " I've took it in my 
wretched head that I might have sometimes turned a little harder 
for her, and it cuts me deep to think so now." 

The Reverend Frank 1VIilvey, comforting Sloppy, expounded to him 
how the best of us were more or less remiss in our turnings at our 
respective Manglessome of us very much soand how we were all 
a halting, failing, feeble, and inconstant crew. 

"She warn't, sir," said Sloppy, taking this ghostly counsel rather 
ill, in behalf of his late benefactress. "Let us speak for ourselves, 
sir. She went through with -whatever duty she had to do. She went 
through with me, she went through with the Minders, she went 
through with herself, she went through with everythink. 0 Mrs. 
Higden, Mrs. Iligden, you was a woman and a mother and a mangler 
in a million. million I" 

With those heartfelt words, Sloppy removed his dejected head from 
the church door, and took it back to the grave in the corner, and laid 
it down there, and wept alone. "Not a very poor grave," said the 
Reverend Frank 1VElvey, brushing his hand across his eyes, " when it 
has that homely figure on it. Richer, I think, than it could be made 
by most of the sculpture in Westminster Abbey !" 

They left him undisturbed, and passed out at the wicket-gate. 
The water-wheel of the paper-mill was audible there, and seemed to 
have a softening influence on the bright wintry scene. They had 
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arrived but a little while before, and Lizzie Hexam now told them 
the little she could add to the letter in which she had enclosed Mr. 
Rokesmith's letter and had asked for their instructions. This was 
merely how she had heard the groan, and -what had afterwards 
passed, and how she had obtained leave for the remains to be placed 
in that sweet, fresh, empty store-room of the mill from which they 
had just accompanied them to the churchyard, and how the last 
requests had been religiously observed. 

"I could not have done it all, or nearly all, of myself," said Lizzie. 
"I should not have wanted the will ; but I should not have had the 
power, without our managing partner." 

" Surely not the Jew who received us?" said Mrs. Milvey. 
("My dear," observed her husband in parenthesis, "why not ?") 
" The gentleman certainly is a Jew," said Lizzie, " and the lady, 

his wife, is a Jewess, and I was first brought to their notice by a Jew. 
But I think there cannot be kinder people in the world." 

"But suppose they try to convert you!" suggested Mrs. Milvey, 
loristling in her good little way, as a clergyman's wife. 

" To do what, ma'am?" asked Lizzie, with a modest smile. 
" To make you change your religion," said Mrs. Milvey. 
Lizzie shook her head, still smiling " They have never asked me 

what my religion is. They asked me what my story was, and I told 
them. They asked me to be industrious and faithful, and I promised 
to be so. They most willingly and cheerfully do their duty to all 
of us who are employed here, and we try to do ours to them. Indeed 
they do much more than their duty to us, for they are wonderfully 
mindful ells in many ways." 

"It is easy to see you re a favourite, my dear," said little Mrs. 
1VIilvey, not quite pleased. 

"It would be very ungrateful in me to say I am not," returned 
Lizzie, " for I have been already raised to a place of confidence 
here. But that makes no difference in their following their own 
religion and leaving all of us to ours. They never talk of theirs to 
us, and they never talk of ours to us. If I was the last in the mill, 
it would be just the same. They never asked me what religion that 
poor thing had followed." 

"My dear," said Mrs. Milvey, aside to the Reverend Frank, "I wish 
you -would talk to her." 

"My dear," said the Reverend Frank aside to his good little wife, 
"I think I will leave it to somebody else. The circumstances are 
hardly favourable. There are plenty of talkers going about, my love, 
and she will soon find one." 

While this discourse was interchanging, both Bella and the Secre- 
tary observed Lizzie Hexam with great attention. Brought face to face 
for the first time with the daughter of his supposed murderer, it was 
natural that John Harmon should have his own secret reasons for a 
careful scrutiny of her countenance and manner. Bella knew that 
Lizzie's father had been falsely accused of the crime which had had 
so great an influence on her own life and fortunes ; and her interest, 
though it had no secret springs, like that of the Secretary, was equally 
natural. Both had expectedto see something very different from the 
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real Lizzie Hexam, and thus it fell out that she became the uncon- 
scious means of bringing them together. 

For, when they had walked on with her to the little house in the 
clean village by the paper-mill, where Lizzie had a lodging with an 
elderly couple employed in the establishment, and when Mrs. Milvey 
and Bella had been up to see her room and had come down, 
the mill bell rang. This called Lizzie away for the time, and 
left the Secretary and Bella standing rather awkwardly in the 
small street ; Mrs. Milvey being engaged in pursuing the village 
children, and her investigations whether they were in danger of 
becoming children of Israel ; and the Reverend Frank being engaged to say the truthin evading that branch of his spiritual functions, 
and getting out of sight surreptitiously. 

Bella at length said : 
"Hadn't we better talk about the commission we have undertaken. 

Mr. Rokesmith?" 
"By all means," said the Secretary. 
"I suppose," faltered Bella, " that we are both commissioned, or we 

shouldn't both be here?" 
"I suppose so," was the Secretary's answer. 
" When I proposed to come with Mr. and Mrs. Milvey," said Bella, 

" Mrs. Boffin urged me to do so, in order that I might give her my 
small reportit's not worth anything, 1VIr Rokesmith, except for it's 
being a woman'swhich indeed with you may be a fresh reason for 
it's being worth nothingof Lizzie Hexam." 

" Mr. Boffin," said the Secretary, " directed. me to come for the 
same purpose." 

As they spoke they were leaving the little street and emerging 
on the wooded landscape by the river. 

" You think well of her, Mr. Rokesmith 2" pursued Bella, conscious 
of making all the advances. 

"I think highly of her." 
" I am so glad of that ! Something quite refined in her beauty, is 

there not ?" 
" Her appearance is very striking." 
" There is a shade of sadness upon her that is quite touching. 

At least II am not setting up my own poor opinion, you know, Mr. 
Rokesmith," said Bella, excusing and explaining herself in a pretty 
shy way ; "I am consulting you." 

"I noticed that sadness. I hope it may not," said the Secretary in 
a lower voice, "be the result of the false accusation which has been 
retracted." 

When they had passed on a little further without speaking, 
Bella, after stealing a glance or two at the Secretary, suddenly 

, said : 

"Oh, Mr. Rokesmith, don't be hard with me, don't be stern with me ; 
be magnanimous! I want to talk with you on equal terms." 

The Secretary as suddenly brightened, and returned : "Upon my 
honour I had no thought but for you. I forced myself to be con- 
strained, lest you might misinterpret my being more natural. There. 
It's gone." 
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" Thank you," said Bella, holding out her little hand. " Forgive 
me." 

"No cried the Secretary, eagerly. " Forgive me !" For there 
were tears in her eyes, and they were prettier in his sight (though 
they smote him on the heart rather reproachfully too) than any other 
glitter in the world. 

When they had walked a little further : 

" You were going to speak to me," said the Secretary, with the 
shadow so long on him quite thrown off and cast away, " about Lizzie 
liexam. So was I going to speak to you, if I could have begun." 

"Now that you can begin, sir," returned Bella, with a look as if 
she italicized the word by putting one of her dimples under it, " what 
were you going to say ?" 

" You remember, of course, that in her short letter to Mrs. Boffin- 
short, but containing everything to the purposeshe stipulated that 
either her name, or else her place of residence, must be kept strictly 
a secret among us." 

Bella nodded Yes. 
" It is my duty to find out why she made that stipulation. I have 

it in charge from Mr. Boffin to discover, and I am very desirous for 
myself to discover, whether that retracted accusation still leaves any 
stain upon her. I mean whether it places her at any disadvantage 
towards any one, even towards herself." 

"Yes," said Bella, nodding thoughtfully; "I understand. That 
seems wise, and considerate." 

" You may not have noticed, Miss Wilfer, that she has the same 
kind of interest in you, that you have in her. Just as you are 
attracted by her beaut by her appearance and manner, she is at- 
tracted by yours." 

"I certainly have not noticed it," returned Bella, again italicizing 
with the dimple, " and I should have given her credit for" 

The Secretary with a smile held up his hand, so plainly interposing 
" not for better taste," that Bella's colour deepened over the little 
piece of coquetry she was checked in. 

"And so," resumed the Secretary, " if you would speak with her 
alone before we go away from here, I feel quite sure that a natural 
and easy confidence -would arise between you. Of course you would 
not be asked to betray it ; and of course you would not, if you were. 
But if you do not object to put this question to herto ascertain 
for us her own feeling in this one matteryou can do so at a far 
greater advantage than I or any else could. Mr. Boffin is anxious on 
the subject. And I am," added the Secretary after a moment, " for 
a special reason, very anxious." 

"I shall be happy, Mr. Hokesmith," returned Bella, " to be of the 
least use ; for I feel, after the serious scene of to-day, that I am 
useless enough in this world." 

"Don't say that," urged the Secretary. 
"Oh, but I mean that," said Bella, raising her eyebrows. 
"No one is useless in this world," retorted the Secretary, " who 

lightens the burden of it for any one else." 
" But I assure you I don't, Mr. Rokesmith," said Bella, half crying. 
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"Not for your father ?" 

" Dear, loving, self-forgetting, easily-satisfied Pa! Oh, yes ! He 
thinks so." 

"It is enough if he only thinks so," said the Secretary. "Excuse 
the interruption : I don't like to hear you depreciate yourself." 

" But you once depreciated me, sir," thought Bella, pouting, "and 
I hope you may be satisfied with the consequences you brought upon 
your head!" However, she said nothing to that purpose; she even 
said something to a different purpose. 

"Mr. Rokesmitla, it seems so long since we spoke together 
naturally, that I am embarrassed in approaching another subject. 
Mr. Boffin. You know I am very grateful to him; don't you ? You 
know I feel a true respect for him, and am bound to him by the 
strong ties of his own generosity ; now don't you ?" 

" Unquestionably. And also that you are his favourite com- 
panion. ' 

" That makes it," said Bella, "so very difficult to speak of him. 
But --. Does he treat you well?" 

"You see how he treats me," the Secretary answered, with a 
patient and yet proud air. 

"Yes, and I see it with pain," said Bella, very energetically. 
The Secretary gave her such a radiant look, that if he had thanked 

her a hundred times, he could not have said as much as the look 
said. 

"I see it with pain," repeated Bella, "and it often makes me 
miserable. Miserable, because I cannot bear to be supposed to ap- 
prove of it, or have any indirect share in it. Miserable, because I 
cannot bear to be forced to admit to myself that Fortune is spoiling 
Mr. Boffin." 

"Miss Wilfer," said the Secretary, with a beaming face, " if you 
could know with what delight I make the discoveryqhat Fortune is 
not spoiling you, you would know that it more than compensates me 
for any slight at any other hands." 

"Oh, don't speak of me," said Bella, giving herself an impatient 
little slap with her glove. " You don't know me as well as--" 

"As you know yourself ?" suggested the Secretary, finding that 
she stopped. "Do you know yourself?" 

"I know quite enough of myself," said Bella, with a charming 
air of being inclined to give herself up as a bad job, " and I don't 
improve upon acquaintance. But Mr. Boffin." 

"'That Mr. Boffin's manner to me, or consideration for me, is not 
what it used to be," observed the Secretary, "must be admitted. It 
is too plain to be denied." 

"Are you disposed to deny it, Mr. Rokesmith?" asked Bella, with 
a look of wonder. 

" Ought I not to be glad to do so, if I could : though it were only 
for my own sake?" 

" Truly," returned Bella, " it must try you very much, andyou 
must please promise me that you won't take ill what I am going to 
add, Mr. Rokesmith ?" 
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"I promise it with all my heart." 
" And it must sometimes, I should think," said Bella, hesitating-, 

"a little lower you in your own. estimation.?" 
Assenting with a movement of his head, though not at all looking 

as if it did, the Secretary replied : 

"I have very strong reasons, Miss Wilfer, for bearing with the 
drawbacks of my position in the house we both inhabit Believe 
that they are not all mercenary, although I have, through a series 
of strange fatalities, faded out of my place in life. If what you 
see with such a gracious and good sympathy is calculated to 
rouse my pride, there are other considerations (and those you do 
not see) urging me to quiet endurance. The latter are by far the 
stronger." 

I think I have noticed, Mr. Rokesmith," said Bella, looking at 
him with curiosity, as not quite making him out, "that you repress 
yourself, and force yourself, to act a passive part." 

" You are right. I repress myself and force myself to act a part. 
It is not in tameness of spirit that I submit. I have a settled 
PurPose." 

"And a good one, I hope," said Bella. 
" And a good one, I hope," he answered, looking steadily at her. 
" Sometimes I have fancied, sir," said Bella, turning away her 

eyes, " that your great regard for Mrs. Boffin is a very powerful 
motive with you." 

" You are right again. ; it is. I would do anything for her, bear 
anything for her. There are no words to express how I esteem that 
good, good woman." 

"As I do too ! May I ask you one thing more, Mr. Rokesmith?" 
" .Anything more.' 
" Of course you see that she really suffers, when Mr. Boffin shows 

how he is changing ?" 
"I see it, every day, as you see it, and am grieved to give her 

pain." 
".To give her pain?" said Bella, repeating the phrase quickly, 

with her eyebrows raised. 
"I am generally the -unfortunate cause of it." 
"Perhaps she says to you, as she often says to me, that he is the 

best of men, in spite of all." 
"I often overhear her, in her h.onest and beautiful devotion to 

him, saying so to you," returned the Secretary, with the same steady 
look, " but I cannot assert that she ever says so to me." 

Bella met the steady look for a moment with a 'wistful, musing 
little look of her own, and then, nodding her pretty head several 
times, like a dimpled philosopher (of the very best school) who was 
moralizing on Life, heaved a little sigh, and gave up things in general 
for a bad job, as she had previously been inclined to give up herself. 

But, for all that, they had a very pleasant walk. The trees were 
bare of leaves, and the river was bare of water-lilies ; but the sky 
was not bare of its beautiful blue, and the water reflected it, and a 
delicious wind ran with the stream, touching the surface crisply. 
Perhaps the old mirror was never yet made by human hands, which, 
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if all the images it has in its time reflected could pass across its 
surface again, would fail to reveal some scene of horror or distress. 
But the gree serene mirror of the river seemed as if it might have 
reproduced all it had ever reflected between those placid banks, and 
brought nothing to the light save what was peaceful, pastoral, and 
blooming 

So, they walked, speaking of the newly filled-up grave, and of 
Johnny, and of many things. So, on their return, they met brisk 
Mrs. Milvey coming to seek them, with the agreeable intelligence 
that there was no fear for the village children, there being a Christian 
school in the village, and no worse Judaical interference with it 
than to plant its garden. So, they got back to the village as 
Lizzie llexam was coming from the paper-mill, and Bella detached 
herself to speak with her in her own home. 

"I am afraid it is a poor room for you," said Lizzie, with a smile of 
welcome, as she offered the post of honor by the fireside. 

"Not so poor as you think, my dear," returned Bella, " if you knew 
all." Indeed, though attained by some wonderful winding narrow 
stairs, -which seemed to have been erected in a pure white chimney, 
and though very low in the ceiling, and very rugged in the floor, 
and rather blinking as to the proportions of its lattice window, it was 
a pleasanter room than that despised chamber once at home, in which 
Bella had first bemoaned the miseries of taking lodgers. 

The day was closing as the two girls looked at one another by the 
fireside. The dusky room was lighted by the fire. The grate 
might have been the old brazier, and the glow might have been 
the old hollow down by the flare. 

" It's quite new to me," said Lizzie, " to be visited by a lady so 
nearly of my own age, and so pretty, as you. It's a pleasure to inc to 
look at you." 

"I have nothing left to begin with," returned Bella, blushing, 
" because I was going to say that it was a pleasure to me to look at 
you, Lizzie. But we can begin without a beginning, can't we ?" 

Lizzie took- the pretty little hand that was held out in as pretty a 
little frankness. 

" Now, dear," said Bella, drawing her chair a little nearer, and. 
taking Lizzie's arm as if they were going out for a walk, "I am com- 
missioned with something to say, and I dare say I shall say it wrong, 
but I -won't if I can help it. It is in reference to your letter to Mr. 
and Mrs. Boffin, and this is what it is. Let me see. Oh yes ! This 
is what it is." 

With this exordium, Bella set forth that request of Lizzie's touching 
secresy, and delicately spoke of that false accusation and its retrac- 
tation, and asked might she beg to be informed whether it had any bear- 
ing-, near or remote, on such request. "I feel, my dear," said Bella, 
quite amazing herself by the business-like manner in which she was 
getting on, " that the subject must be a painful one to you, but I am 
mixed up in it also ; forI don't know whether you may know it or 
suspect itI am the willed-away girl who was to have been married 
to the unfortunate gentleman, if he had heen pleased to approve of 
me. So I was dragged into the subject without my consent, and you 
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were dragged into it without your consent, and there is very little to 
choose between us." 

"I had no doubt," said Lizzie, " that you were the Miss Wilfer I 
have often heard named. Can you tell me who my unknown friend 
is?" 

" Unknown friend, my dear ?" said Bella. 
" Who caused the charge against poor father to be contradicted, and 

sent me the written. paper." 
Bella had never heard of him Had no notion who he was. 
"I should have been glad to thank- him," returned Lizzie. "He 

has done a great deal for me. I must hope that he will let me 
thank him some day. You asked me has it anything to do--" 

" It or the accusation itself," Bella put in. 
"Yes. Has either anything to do with my wishing to live quite 

secret and retired here ? No." 
As Lizzie Hexarn shook her head in giving this reply and as 

her glance sought the fire, there was a quiet resolution in her folded 
hands, not lost on Bella's bright eyes. 

"Have you lived much alone?" asked Bella. 
"Yes. It's nothing new to me. I used to be always alone many 

hours together, in the day and in the night, when poor father was 
alive." 

" You have a brother, I have been told ?" 
"T have a brother, but he is not friendly with me. He is a very 

good boy though, and has raised himself by his industry. I don.'t 
complain of him." 

As she said it, with her eyes upon the fire-glow, there was an in- 
stantaneous escape of distress into her face. Bella seized the moment 
to touch her hand. 

" Lizzie, I wish you would tell me whether you have any friend 
of your own sex and age." 

"I have lived that lonely kind of life, that I have never had one," 
was the answer. 

" Nor I neither," said Bella. "Not that my life has been lonely, for 
I could have sometimes wished it lonelier, instead of having Ma going 
on like the Tragic Muse with a face-ache in majestic corners, and 
Lavvy being spitefulthough of course I am very fond of them both. 
I wish you could make a friend of me, Lizzie. Do you think you 
could? I have no more of what they call character, my dear, than. 
a canary-bird, but I know I am trustworthy." 

The wayward, playful, affectionate nature, giddy for want of the 
weight of some sustaining purpose, and capricious because it was 
always fluttering among little things, was yet a captivating one. To 
Lizzie it was so new, so pretty, at once so womanly and so childish, that 
it won her completely. And when Bella said again, "Do you 
think you could, Lizzie?" with her eyebrows raised, her head in- 
quiringly on one side, and an odd doubt about it in her own bosom, 
Lizzie showed beyond all question that she thought she could. 

" Tell me, my dear," said Bella, "what is the matter, and why 
you live like this." 

Lizzie presently began, by way of prelude, " You must have many 
VOL. II. 
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lovers--" when Bella checked her with a little scream of astonish- 
ment. 

"My dear, I haven't one !" 
"Not one?" 
" Well! Perhaps one," said Bella. "I am sure, I don't know. I 

had one, but what he may think about it at the present time 
I can't say. Perhaps I have half a one (of course I don't count that 
Idiot, George Sampson). However, never mind me. I want to hear 
about you." 

"There is a certain man," said Lizzie, "a passionate and angry 
man, who says he loves me, and who I must believe does love me. 
He is the friend of my brother. I shrank- from him within myself 
when my brother first brought him to me ; but the last time I saw 
him he terrified me more than I can say." There she stopped. 

" Did you come here to escape from him, Lizzie ?" 
"I came here immediately after he so alarmed me." 
"Are you afraid of him here?" 
"I am not timid generally, but I am always afraid of him I 

am afraid to see a newspaper, or to hear a word spoken of what is 
done in London, lest he should have done some violence." 

" Then you are not afraid of him for yourself, dear ?" said Bella, 
after pondering on the words. 

"I should be even that, if I met him about here. I look round 
for him always, as I pass to and fro at night." 

"Are you afraid of anything he may do to himself in London, 
my dear ?" 

"No. He might be fierce enough even to do some violence to him- 
self, but I don't think of that." 

" Then it would almost seem, dear," said Bella quaintly, "as if 
there must be somebody else ?" 

Lizzie put her hands before her face for a moment before replying : 

" The words are always in my ears, and the blow he struck upon a 
stone wall as he said them is always before my eyes. I have tried 
hard to think it not worth remembering, but I cannot make so little 
of it. His hand was trickling down with blood as he said to me, 
Then I hope that I may never kill him!'" 

Rather startled, Bella made and clasped a girdle of her arms round 
Lizzie's waist, and then asked quietly, in a soft voice, as they both 
looked at the fire : 

"Kill him ! Is this man so jealous, then ?" 
"Of a gentleman," said Lizzie. "I hardly know how to tell you- 

of a gentleman far above me and my way of life, who broke father's 
death to me, and has shown an interest in me since." 

"Does he love you?" 
Lizzie shook her head. 
" Does he admire you ?" 
Lizzie ceased to shake her head, and pressed her hand upon her 

living girdle. 
"Is it through his influence that you came here?" 
"O no ! And of all the world I wouldn't have him know that I 

am here, or get the least clue where to find me." 
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"Lizzie, dear ! Why ?" asked Bella, in amazement at this burst. 
But then quickly added, reading Lizzie's face : "No. Don't say why 
That was a foolish question of mine. I see, I see." 

There was silence between them. Lizzie, with a drooping head, 
glanced down at the glow in the fire where her first fancies had 
been nursed, and her first escape made from the grim life out of 
which she had plucked her brother, foreseeing her reward. 

" You know all now," she said, raising her eyes to Bella's. " There 
is nothing left out. This is my reason for living secret here, with 
the aid of a good old man who is my true friend. For a short part 
of my life at home with father, I knew of thingsdon't ask me what that I set my face against, and tried to better. I don't think I 
could have done more, then, without letting my hold on father go ; 
but they sometimes lie heavy on my mind. By doing all for the 
best, I hope I may wear them out." 

"And wear out too," said Bella soothingly, " this weakness, Lizzie, 
in favour of one who is not worthy of it." 

"No. I don't want to wear that out," was the flushed reply, " nor 
do I want to believe, nor do I believe, that he is not worthy of it. 
What should I gain by that, and how much should I lose!" 

Bella's expressive little eyebrows remonstrated with the fire for 
some short time before she rejoined : 

"Don't think that I press you, Lizzie ; but wouldn't you gain 
in peace, and hope, and even in freedom? Wouldn't it be better 
not to live a secret life in hiding, and not to be shut out from your 
natural and wholesome prospects? Forgive my asking you, would 
that be no gain?" 

" Does a woman's heart thatthat has that weakness in it which 
you have spoken of," returned Lizzie, " seek to gain anything?' 

The question was so directly at variance with Bella s views in life, 
as set forth to her father, that she said internally, " There, you 
little mercenary wretch! Do you hear that? Ain't you ashamed 
of yourself?" and unclasped the girdle of her arms, expressly to give 
herself a penitential poke in the side. 

"But you said, Lizzie," observed Bella, returning to her subject 
when she had administered this chastisement, "that you would lose, 
besides. Would you mind telling me what you would lose, Lizzie ?" 

"I should lose some of the best recollections, best encouragements, 
and best objects, tha t I carry through my daily life. I should lose 
my belief that if I had been his equal, and he had loved me, I should 
have tried with all my might to make him better and happier, as 
he -would_ have made me. I should lose almost all the value that I 
put upon the little learning I have, which is all owing to him, and 
which I conquered the difficulties of, that he might not think it 
thrown away upon me. I should lose a kind of picture of himor 
of what he might have been, if I had been a lady, and he had loved 
mewhich is always with mo, and which. I somehow feel that I 
could not do a mean or a 

wromrz' 
thing before. I should leave off 

prizing the remembrance that he has done me nothing but good since 
I have known him, and that he has made a change within me, like, 
like the change in the grain of these bands, which were coarse, 
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and cracked, and hard, and brown when I rowed on the river with 
father, and .are softened and made supple by this new work as you 
see them now." 

They trembled, but with no weakness, as she showed them. 
" Understand me, my dear ;" thus she went on. "I have never 

dreamed of the possibility of his being anything to me on this earth 
but the kind of picture that I know I could not make you under- 
stand, if the understanding was not in your own breast already. I 
have no more dreamed of the possibility of my being his wife, than 
he ever hasand words could not be stronger than that. And yet I 
love him. I love him so much, and so dearly, that when I sometimes 
think my life may be but a weary one, I am proud of it and glad of it I am proud and glad to suffer something for him, even though it 
is of no service to him, and he will never know of it or care for it." 

Bella sat enchained by the deep, unselfish passion of this girl or 
woman of her own age, courageously revealing itself in the confidence 
of her sympathetic perception of its truth. And yet she had never 
experienced anything like it, or thought of the existence of anything 
like it. 

"It was late upon a wretched night," said Lizzie, " when his eyes 
first looked at me in my old liver-side home, very different from this. 
His eyes may never look at me again. I would rather that they 
never did ; I hope that they never may. But I would not have the 
light of them taken out of my life, for anything my life can give me. 
I have told you everything now, my dear. If it comes a little 
strange to me to have parted' with it, I am not sorry. I had no thought 
of ever parting with a single word of it, a moment before you came 
in ; but you came in, and my mind changed." 

Bella kissed her on the cheek, and thanked her warmly for her 
confidence. "I only wish," said Bella, "I was more deserving 
of it." 

"More deserving of it?" repeated Lizzie, with an incredulous smile. 
"I don't mean in respect of keeping it," said Bella, " because any 

one should tear me to bits before getting at a syllable of it--though 
there's no merit in that, for I am naturally as obstinate as a Pig. 
'What I mean is, Lizzie, that I am a mere impertinent piece of conceit, 
and you shame me." 

Lizzie put up the pretty brown hair that came tumbling down, 
owing to the energy with which Bella shook her head ; and she 
remonstrated while thus engaged, "My dear !" 

"Oh, it's all very well to call me your dear," said Bella, with a 
pettish whimper, " and I am glad to be called so, though I have 
slight enough claim to be. But I AM such a nasty little thing !" 

"My dear !" urged Lizzie a.ga,in. 
" Such a shallow, cold, worldly, Limited little brute!" said Bella, 

bringing out her last adjective with culminating force. 
"Do you think," inquired Lizzie with her quiet smile, the hair 

being now secured, " that I don't know better ?" 
"bo you know better though?" said Bella. "Do you really 

believe you know better? Oh, I should be so glad if you did know 
better, but I am so very much afraid that I must know best!" 
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Lizzie asked her, laughing outright, whether she ever saw her 
own face or heard her own voice? 

"I suppose so," returned Bella ; "I look- in the glass often enough, 
and I chatter like a Magpie." 

"I have seen your face, and heard your voice, at any rate," said 
Lizzie, " and. they have tempted me to say to youwith a certainty 
of not going wrongwhat I thought I should never say to any one. 
Does that look ill?" 

"No, I hope it doesn't," pouted Bella, stopping herself in something 
between a humoured laugh and a humoured sob. 

"I used once to see pictures in the fire," said Lizzie playfully, " to 
please my brother. Shall I tell you what I see down there where the 
fire is glowing ?" 

They had risen, and were standing on the hearth, the time being 
come for separating ; each had drawn an arm around the other to 
take leave. 

" Shall I tell you," asked Lizzie, " what I see down there?" 
" Limited little b?" suggested Bella with her eyebrows raised. 
"A heart well worth winning, and well won. A heart that, once 

won, goes through fire and water for the winner, and never changes, 
and is never daunted." 

" Girl's heart ?" asked Bella, with accompanying eyebrows. 
Lizzie nodded. And the figure to which it belongs " 
" Is yours," suggested Bella. 
"No. Most clearly and distinctly yours." 
So the interview terminated with pleasant words on both sides, 

and with many reminders on the part of Bella that they were friends, 
and pledges that she would soon come down into that part of the 
country again. Therewith Lizzie returned to her occupation, and 
Bella ran over to the little inn to rejoin her company. 

" You look rather serious, Miss Willer," was the Secretary's first 
remark. 

"I feel rather serious," returned Miss Wilfer. 
She had -nothing else to tell him but that Lizzie Hexam's secret had 

no reference whatever to the cruel charge, or its withdrawal. Oh yes 
though ! said Bella ; she might as well mention one other thing ; 
Lizzie was very desirous to thank her unknown friend who had 
sent her the written retractation. Was she, indeed? observed the 
Secretary. Ah! Bella asked him, had he any notion who that 
unknown friend might be? He had no notion whatever. 

They were on the borders of Oxfordshire, so far had poor old Betty 
Higden strayed. They were to return by the train presently, and, 
the station being near at hand, the Reverend Frank and Mrs. Frank, 
and Sloppy an.eBella and the Secretary, set out to walk to it. Few 
rustic paths are wide enough for five, and Bella and the Secretary 
,dropped behind. 

"Can you believe, Mr. Rokesmith," said Bella, " that I feel as if 
-whole years had passed since I went into Lizzie Hexam's cottage?" 

" We have crowded a good deal into the day," he returned, " and 
you were much affected in the churchyard. You are over-tired." 

"No, I am not at all tired. I have not quite expressed what I 
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mean. I don't mean that I feel as if a great space of time had gone 
by, but that I feel as if much had happenedto myself, you know." 

"For good, I hope ?" 
"I hope so," said Bella. 
" You are cold ; I felt you tremble. Pray let mo put this wrapper 

of mine about you. May I fold it over this shoulder without injuring 
your dress ? Now, it will be too heavy and too long. Let me carry 
this end over my arm, as you have no arm to give me." 

Yes she had though. How she got it out, in her muffled state, 
Heaven knows ; but she got it out somehowthere it wasand 
slipped it through the Secretary's. 

"I have had a long and interesting talk with Lizzie, Mr. Roke- 
smith, and she gave me her full confidence." 

" She could not withhold it," said the Secretary. 
"I wonder how you come," said Bella, stopping short as she 

glanced at him, " to say to me just what she said about it !" 
"I infer that it must be because I feel just as she felt about it" 
" And how was that, do you mean to say, sir ?" asked Bella, moving 

again. 
" That if you were inclined to win her conficlence--anybody's con- 

fidenceyou were sure to do it." 
The railway, at this point, knowingly shutting a green eye and 

opening a red one, they had to run for it. As Bella could not run 
easily so wrapped up, the Secretary had to help her. When she took 
her opposite place in the carriage comer, the brightness in her face 
was so charming to behold, that on her exclaiming, " Vv hat beautiful 
stars and what a glorious night the Secretary said "Yes," but 
seemed to prefer to see the night and the stars in the light of her 
lovely little countenance, to looking out of window. 

O boofer lady, fascinating boofer lady! If I were but legally executor 
of Johnny's will ! If I had but the right to pay your legacy and to 
take your receipt !Something to this purpose surely mingled with 
the blast of the train as it cleared the stations, all knowingly 
shutting up their green eyes and opening their red ones when they 
prepared to let the hoofer lady pass. 

CHAP I.Elt X. 

SCOUTS OUT. 

" AND SO, Miss Wren," said Mr. Eugene Wrayburn, "1 cannot per- 
suade you to dress me a doll?" 

"No," replied Miss Wren snappishly ; " if you want one, go and buy 
one at the shop." 

" And my charming young goddaughter," said Mr. Wrayburn plain- 
tively, "down in Hertfordshire" 

("Ilumbugshire you mean, I think," interposed Miss Wren.) 
" is to be put upon the cold footing of the general public, and is 

to derive no advantage from my private acquaintance with the Court 
Dressmaker ?" 
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" If it's any advantage to your charming godchildand oh, a precious 
godfather she has got !"replied Miss Wren, pricking at him in the 
air with her needle, " to be informed that the Court Dressmaker 
knows your tricks and your manners, you may tell her so by post, 
with my compliments." 

Miss Wren was busy at her work by candle-light, and Mr. Wray- 
burn, half amused and half vexed, and all idle and shiftless, stood by 
her bench looking on. Miss Wren's troublesome child was in the 
corner in deep disgrace, and exhibiting great wretchedness in the 
shivering stage of prostration from drink. 

" Ugh, you disgraceful boy 1" exclaimed Miss Wren, attracted by 
the sound of his chattering teeth, "I wish they'd all drop down your 
throat and play at dice in your stomach ! Boll, wicked child! Bee-baa, 
black sheep!" 

On her accompanying each of these reproaches with a threatening 
stamp of the foot, the wretched creature protested with a whine. 

" Pay five shillings for you indeed!" Miss Wren proceeded ; " how 
many hours do you suppose it costs me to earn five shillings, you in- 
famous boy ?Don't cry like that, or I'll throw a doll at you. Pay 
five shillings fine for you indeed. Fine in more ways than one, I 
think ! I'd give the dustman five shillings, to carry you off in the 
dust cart." 

"No, no," pleaded the absurd creature. " Please!" 
" He's enough to break his mother's heart, is this boy," said Miss 

Wren, half appealing to Eugene. "I wish had never brought him 
up. He'd be sharper than a serpent's tooth, if he wasn.'t as dull as 
ditch water. Look at him There's a pretty object for a parent's 
eyes !" 

Assuredly, in his worse than swinish state (for swine at least fatten 
on their guzzling, and make themselves good to eat), he was a pretty 
object for any eyes. 

"A muddling and a swipey old child," said Miss Wren, rating him 
with great severity, " fit for nothing but to be preserved in the liquor 
that destroys him, and put in a great glass bottle as a sight for 
other swipey children of his own pattern,if he has no consideration 
for his liver, has he none for his mother ?" 

"Yes. Deration, oh don.'t !" cried the subject of these angry remarks. 
"Oh don't and oh don't," pursued Miss Wren. " It's oh do and oh 

do. And why do you ?" 
" Won't do so any more. Won't indeed. Pray !" 

" There !" said Miss Wren, covering her eyes with her hand. "I 
can't bear to look at you. Go up stairs and ,Yet me my bonnet and 
shawl. Make yourself useful in some way, bad boy, and let me have 
your room instead of your company, for one half minute." 

Obeying her, he shambled out, and Eugene Wrt.yburn saw the 
tears exude from between the little creature's fingers as she kept her 
hand before her eyes. He was sorry, but his sympathy did not move 

his carelessness to do anything but feel sorry. 
" I'm going to the Italian Opera to try on, ' said Miss Wren, taking 

away her hand after a little while, and laughing satirically to hide 
that she had been crying ; " I must see your back before I go, Mr. 
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Wrayburn. Let me first tell you, once for all, that it's of no use your 
paying visits to me. You wouldn't get what you want, of me, no, not if you. brought pincers with you to tear it out." 

"Are you so obstinate on the subject of a doll's dress for my god- child ?" 
" Ah!" returned Miss -Wren with a hitch of her chin, "I am so 

obstinate And of course it's on the subject of a doll's dressor addresswhichever you like. Get along and give it up !" 
Her degraded charge had come back-, and was standing behind her with the bonnet and shawl. 
" Give 'em to me and get back into your corner, you naughty old thing !" said Miss Wren, as she turned and espied him "No, no, I won't have your help. Go into your comer, this minute !" 
The miserable man, feebly rubbing the back of his faltering hands 

downward from the wrists, shuffled on to his post of disgrace ; but 
not without a curious glance at Eugene in passing him, accompanied with what seemed as if it might have been an action of his elbow, if 
any action of any limb or joint he had, would have answered truly to 
his will. Taking no more particular notice of him than instinctively falling away from the disagreeable contact, Eugene, with a lazy com- 
pliment or so to Miss Wren, begged leave to light his cigar, and 
departed. 

" Now you prodigal old son," said Jenny, shaking her head and her 
emphatic little forefinger at her burden, " you sit there till I come back. 
You dare to move out of your corner for a single instant while I'm 
gone, and Ill know the reason why." 

With this admonition, she blew her work candles out, leaving him to the light of the fire, and, taking her big door-key in her pocket 
and her crutch-stick in her hand, marched off. 

Eugene lounged slowly towards the Temple, smoking his cigar, but 
saw no more of the dolls' dressmaker, through the accident of their 
taking opposite sides of the street. He lounged along moodily, and 
stopped at Charing Cross to look about him, with as little interest in 
the crowd as any man might take, and was lounging on again, when a most unexpected object caught his eyes. No less an object than 
Jenny Wren.'s bad boy trying to make up his mind to cross the road. 

A more ridiculous and feeble spectacle than this tottering wretch 
making unsteady sallies into the roadway, and as often staggering 
back again, oppressed by terrors of vehicles that were a long way off 
or were nowhere, the streets could not have shown. Over and over 
again, when the course was perfectly clear, he set out, got half way, 
described a loop, turned, and went back again, when he might have 
crossed and re-crosced half a dozen. times. Then, he would stand 
shivering on the edge of the pavement, looking up the street and 
looking,- down, while scores of people jostled him, and crossed, and 
went on. Stimulated in course of time by the sight of so many suc- 
cesses, he would make another sally, make another loop, would all but 
have his foot on the opposite pavement, would see or imagine some- thing coming, and would stagger back again. There, he would stand 
making spasmodic preparations as if for a great leap, and at last would 
decide on a start at precisely the wrong moment, and would be roared 
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at by drivers, and would shrink back once more, and stand in the old 
spot shivering, with the whole of the proceedings to go through again. 

" It strikes me," remarked Eugene coolly, after watching him for 
some minutes, " that my friend is likely to be rather behind time if 
he has any appointment on hand." With which remark he strolled 
on, and took no further thought of him. 

Lightwood was at home when he got to the Chambers, and had 
dined alone there. Eugene drew a chair to the fire by which he was 
having his wine and reading the evening paper, and brought a glass, 
and filled it for good fellowship's sake. 

"My dear Mortimer, you are the express picture of contented in- 
dustry, reposing (on credit) after the virtuous labours of the day." 

"My dear Eugene, you are the express picture of discontented idle- 
ness not reposing at all. -Where have you been?" 

"I have been," replied Wrayburn, " --about town. I have turned 
up at the present juncture, with the intention of consulting my highly 
intelligent and respected solicitor on the position of my affairs." 

" Your highly intelligent and respected solicitor is of opinion that 
your affairs are in a bad way, Eugene." 

" Though whether," said Eugene thoughtfully, " that can be intel- 
ligently said, now, of the affairs of a client who has nothing to 
lose and who cannot possibly be made to pay, may be open to 
question." 

" You have fallen into the hands of the Jews, Eugene." 
"My dear boy," returned the debtor, very composedly- taking up 

his glass, "having previously fallen into the hands of some of the 
Christians, I can bear it with philosophy." 

"I have had an interview to-day, Eugene, with a Jew, who seems 
determined to press us hard. Quite a Shylock, and quite a Patriarch. 
A picturesque grey-headed and grey-bearded old Jew, in a shovel-hat 
and. gaberdine." 

" Not," said Eugene, pausing in setting down his glass, " surely not 
my worthy friend Mr. Aaron ?" 

"He calls himself Mr. Riah." 
" By-the-by," said Eugene, " it comes into my mind thatno doubt 

with an instinctive desire, to receive him into the bosom of our Church I gave him the name of Aaron !" 

"Eugene, Eugene," returned Lightwood, " you. are more ridiculous 
than usual. Say what you mean." 

"Merely, my dear fellow, that I have the honor and pleasure 
of a speaking acquaintance with such a Patriarch as you describe, 
and that I address him as Mr. Aaron, because it appears to me 
Hebraic, expressive, appropriate, and complimentary. Notwith- 
standing which strong reasons for its 'being his name, it may not 
be his name." 

"I believe you are the absurdest man on the face of the earth," 
said Lightwood, laughing. 

"Not at all, I assure you. Did he mention that he knew me? 
"He did not. He only said of you that he expected to be paid by 

you." 
" Which. looks," remarked Eugene with much gravity, " like not 
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knowing me. I hope it may not be my worthy friend Mr. Aaron, for, 
to tell you the truth, Mortimer, I doubt he may have a prepossession 
against me. I strongly suspect him of having had a hand in spiriting 
away Lizzie." 

" Everything," returned Lightwood impatiently, " seems, by a 
fatality, to bring us round to Lizzie. About town' meant about 
Lizzie, just now, Eugene." 

"My solicitor, do you know," observed Eugene, turning round to 
the furniture, " is a man of infinite discernment!" 
, " Did it not, Eugene?" 

"Yes it did, Mortimer." 
" And yet, Eugene, you know you do not really care for her." 
Eugene Wrayburn rose, and put his hands in his pockets, and 

stood with a foot on the fender, indolently rocking his body and 
looking at the fire. After a prolonged pause, he replied : "I don't 
know that. I must ask you not to say that, as if we took it for 
0-ranted." 

"But if you do care for her, so much the more should you leave 
her to herself." 

Having again paused as before, Eugene said : "I don't know that, 
either. But tell me. Did you ever see me take so much trouble 
about anything, as about this disappearance of hers ? I ask, for infor- 
mation." 

"My dear Eugene, I wish I ever had !" 
" Then you have not? Just So. You confirm my own impression. 

Does that look as if I cared for her ? I ask, for information." "I asked you for information, Eugene," said Mortimer reproach- 
fully. 

"Dear boy, I know it, but I can't give it. I thirst for information. 
What do I mean? If my taking so much trouble to recover her 
does not mean that I care for her, what does it mean? If Peter 
Piper picked a peck of pickled pepper, where's the peck,' &c. ?" 

Though he said this gaily, he said it with a perplexed and inquisi- 
tive face, as if he actually did not know what to make of himself. 
"Look on to the end" Lightwood was beginning to remonstrate, 
when he caught at the words : 

"Ah! See now! That's exactly what I am incapable of doing. 
How very acute you are, Mortimer, in finding my weak place I When we were at school together, I got up my lessons at the last moment, 
day by day and bit by bit ; now we are out in life together, I get up 
my lessons in the same way. In the present task I have not got 
beyond this :I am bent on finding Lizzie, and I mean to find her, 
and I will take any means of finding her that offer themselves. Fair 
means or foul means, are all alike to me. I ask youfor information what does that mean? When I have found her I may ask you- 
also for informationwhat do I mean now? But it would be pre- 
mature in this stage, and it's not the character of my mind." 

Lightwood was shaking his head over the air with which his friend held forth thusan air so whimsically open and argumentative as almost to deprive what he said of the appearance of evasion- when a shuffling was heard at the outer door, and then an undecided 
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knock, as though some hand were groping for the knocker. " The 
frolicsome youth of the neighbourhood, said Eugene, " whom I should 
be delighted to pitch from this elevation into the church-yard below, 
without any intermediate ceremonies, have probably turned the lamp 
out. I am on duty to-night, and will see to the door." 

His friend had barely had time to recall the -unprecedented gleam 
of determination with which he had spoken of finding this girl, and 
which had faded out of him with the breath of the spoken words, 
when Eugene came back, ushering in a most disgraceful shadow of a 
man, shaking from head to foot, and clothed in shabby grease and 
smear. 

" This interesting gentleman," said Eugene, "is the sonthe 
occasionally rather trying son, for he has his failingsof a lady of 
my acquaintance. My dear MortimerMr. Dolls." Eugene had no 
idea what his name was, knowing the little dressmaker's to be 
assumed, but presented him with easy confidence under the first 
appellation that his associations suggested. 

"I gather, my dear Mortimer," pursued Eugene, as Lightwood stared 
at the obscene visitor, " from the manner of Mr. Dollswhich is occa- 

sionally complicatedthat he desires to make some communication to 
me. I have mentioned to Mr. Dolls that you and I are on terms of 
confidence, and have requested Mr. Dolls to develope his views here." 

The -wretched object being much embarrassed by holding what 
remained of his hat, Eugene airily tossed it to the door, and put him 
down in a chair. 

" It will be necessary, I think," he observed, " to wind up Mr. 
Dolls, before anything to any mortal purpose can be got out of him 
Brandy, Mr. Dolls, or ?" 

" Threepenn'orth Rum," said Mr. Dolls. 
A judiciously small quantity of the spirit was given him in a wine- 

glass, and he began to convey it to his mouth, with all kinds of 
falterings and gyrations on the road. 

" The nerves of Mr. Dolls," remarked Eugene to Lightwood, "are 
considerably unstrung. And I deem it on the whole expedient to 

fumigate Mr. Dolls." 
He took the shovel from the grate, sprinkled a few live ashes on it, 

and from a box on the chimney-piece took a few pastiles, which he 
set upon them; then, with great composure began placidly -waving 

the shovel in front of Mr. Dolls, to cut him off from his company. 

"Lord bless my soul, Eugene!" cried Lightwood, laughing again, 

" what a mad fellow you are! Why does this creature come to see you ?" 

" We shall hear," said Wrayburn, very observant of his face withal. 
"Now then. Speak out. Don't be afraid. State your business, 

Dolls." 
" Mist Wrayburn!" said the visitor, thickly and huskily. "'Tis 

Mist Wrayburn, ain't ?" With a stupid stare,. 

" Of course it is. Look at me. What do you want ?" 

Mr. Dolls collapsed in his chair, and faintly said " Threepenn'orth. 
Rum." 

" Will you do me the favour, my dear Mortimer, to wind up Mr. 

Dolls again?" said Eugene. "I am occupied with the fumigation." 

1111111...--_ 
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A similar quantity was poured into his glass, and he got it to his lips by similar circuitous ways. Having drunk it, Mr. Dolls, with an evident fear of running down again unless he made haste, pro- 
ceeded to business. 

" Mist Wrayburn. Tried to nudge you, but you wouldn't. You want that drection. You want t'know where she lives. Do you Mist Wrayburn ?" 
With a glance at his friend, Eugene replied to the question sternly, 

"11 do." 
"I am er man," said Mr. Dolls, trying to smite himself on the breast, but bringing his hand to bear upon the vicinity of his eye, "er do it. I am er man er do it." 
" What are you the man to do?" demanded Eugene, still sternly. " Er give up that droction." 
" Have you got it?" 
With a most laborious attempt at pride and dignity, Mr. Dolls rolled his head for some time, awakening the highest expectations, and then answered, as if it were the happiest point that could possibly be expected of him : " No." 
" What do you mean then ?" 
Mr. Dolls, collapsing in the drowsiest manner after his late intel- lectual triumph, replied : " Threepenn'orth Rum." 
"Wind him up again, my dear Mortimer," said Wrayburn ; " wind him up again." 
" Eugene, Eugene," urged Lightwood in a low voice, as he com- plied, "can you stoop to tho use of such an instrument as this ?" "I said," was the reply, made with that former gleam of determina- tion, "that I would find her out by any means, fair or foul. These are foul, and I'll take themif I am not first tempted to break the head of Mr. Dolls with the fumigator. Can you get the direction? Do you mean that ? Speak ! If that's what you have come for, say how much you want." 
"Ten shillingsThreepenn'orths Rum," said Mr. Dolls. 
" You shall have it." 
"Fifteen shillingsThreepenn'orths Ruin," said Mr. Dolls, making an attempt to stiffen himself. 

You shall have it. Stop at that. How will you get the direction you talk of?" 
"I am er man," said Mi. Dolls, with majesty, " er get it, sir." "How will you get it, I ask you ?" "I am ill-used vidual," said Mr. Dolls. "Blown up morning Vnight. Called names. She makes Mint money, sir, and never stands Threepenn'orth Rum." 
" Get on," rejoined Eugene, tapping his palsied head with the 

&e-shovel, as it sank on his breast. " What comes next?" 
Making a dignified attempt to gather himself together, but, as it were, dropping half a dozen pieces of himself while he tried in vain to pick up one, Mr. Dolls, swaying his head from side to side, regarded his questioner with what he supposed to be a haughty smile and a scornful glance. 
" She looks upon me as mere child. sir. I am NOT mere child, sir. 
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therefore let us change the subject." 
" It is so deplorably underhanded," said Mortimer. " It is so un- 

worthy of you, this setting on of such a shameful scout." 
" We have changed the subject!" exclaimed Eugene, airily. " We 

have found a new one in that word, scout. Don't be like Patience on 

a mantelpiece frowning at Dolls, but sit down, and tell you 
something that you really will find amusing. Take a cigar. Look 
at this of mine I light itdraw one puffbreathe the smoke out- 
there it goesit's Dolls !it's goneand being gone you are a man 
again." 

" Your subject," said Mortimer, after lighting a cigar, and com- 

forting himself with a whiff or two, " was scouts, Eugene." 
" Exactly. Isn't it droll that I never go out after dark, but I fino 

myself attended, always by one scout, and often by two ?" 

Lightwood took his cigar from his lips in surprise, and looked at 
his friend, as if with a latent suspicion that there must be a jest or 

hidden meaning in his words. 
" On my honour, no," said Wrayburn, answering the look and 
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Alan. Man talent. Lerrers pass betwixt 'em. Postman lerrers. 
Easy for man talent er drection, as his own drection." get get 

" Get it then," said Eugene ; adding very heartily under his breath, 
"You Brute! Get it, and bring it here to me, and earn the money 

QV, for sixty threepenn'orths of rum, and drink them all, one a top of 
another, and drink yourself dead with all possible expedition." The 
latter clauses of these special instructions he addressed to the fire, as he 
gave it back the ashes lie had taken from it, and replaced the shovel. 

Mr. Dolls now struck out the highly unexpected discovery that he 
had been insulted by Lightwood, and stated his desire to " have it out 
with him" on the spot, and defied him to come on, upon the liberal 
terms of a sovereign to a halfpenny. Mr. Dolls then fell a crying, 
and then exhibited a tendency to fall asleep. This last manifestation 
as by far the most alarming, by reason of its threatening his pro- 
longed stay on the premises, necessitated vigorous measures. Eugene 
picked up his worn-out hat with the tongs, clapped it on his head, 
and, taking him by the collarall this at arm's length--conducted 

1 icirrN, 
him down stairs and out of the precincts into Fleet Street. There, 
he turned his face westward, and left him 

When he got back, Lightwood was standing over the fire, brooding 
in a sufficiently low-spirited. manner. 

" I'll wash my hands of Mr. Dollsphysically" said Eugene, 

4i1 
" and be with you again directly, Mortimer." 

"I would much prefer," retorted Mortimer, " your washing your 
hands of Mr. Dolls, morally, Eugene." 

"So -would I," said Eugene; " but you see, dear boy, I can't do 
without him." 
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In a minute or two he resumed his chair, as perfectly unconcerned 
as usual, and rallied his friend on having so narrowly escaped the 
prowess of their muscular visitor. 

"I can't be amused on this theme," said Mortimer, restlessly. 
"You can make almost any theme amusing to me, Eugene, but not this." 

"Well!" cried Emrene "I am a little ashamed of it myself, and 
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smiling carelessly ; "I don't wonder at your supposing so, but on my 
honour, no. I say what I mean. I never go out after dark, but I 
find myself in the ludicrous situation of being followed and observed 
at a distance, always by one scout, and often by two." 

"Are you sure, Eugene?" 
" Sure? My dear boy, they are always the same." 
"But there's no process out against you. The Jews only- 

threaten. They have done nothing Besides, they know where to 
find you, and I represent you. Why take the trouble?" 

"Observe the legal mind!" remarked Eugene, turning round to 
the furniture again, with an air of indolent rapture. "Observe the 
dyer's hand, assimilating itself to what it works in,or -would work 
in, if anybody would give it anything to do. Respected solicitor, 
it's not that. The schoolmaster's abroad." 

" The schoolmaster ?" 
" Ay ! Sometimes the schoolmaster and the pupil are both abroad. 

Why, how soon you rust in my absence ! You don't understand 
yet? Those fellows who were here one night. They are the scouts I speak of, as doing me the honor to attend me after dark." 

"How long has this been going on?" asked Lightwood, opposing a 
serious face to the laugh of his friend. 

"I apprehend it has been going on, ever since a certain person went 
off. Probably, it had been going on some little time before I noticed 
it which would bring it to about that time." 

"Do you think they suppose you to have inveigled her away ?" 
"My dear Mortimer, you know the absorbing nature of my pro- 

fessional occupations ; I really have not had leisure to think about 
it." 

"Have you asked them what they want ? Have you objected?" 
"Why should I ask them what they want, dear fellow, when I am 

indifferent what they want ? Why should I express objection, when 
I don't object ?" 

You are in your most reckless mood. But you called the situa- 
tion just now, a ludicrous one ; and most men object to that, even 
those who are utterly indifferent to everything else." 

" You charm me, Mortimer, with your reading of my weaknesses. 
(By-the-by, that very word, Reading, in its critical use, always 
charms me. An actress's Reading of a chambermaid, a dancer's 
Reading of a hornpipe, a singer's Reading of a song, a marine- 
painter's Reading of the sea, the kettle-drum's Reading of an instru- 
mental passage, are phrases ever youthful and delightful.) I was 
mentioning your perception of my weaknesses. I own to the weakness 
of objecting to occupy a ludicrous position, and therefore I transfer 
the position to the scouts." 

"I wish, Eugene, you would speak a little more soberly and 
plainly, if it were only out of consideration for my feeling less at 
ease than you do." 

" Then soberly and plainly, Mortimer, I goad the schoolmaster to 
madness. I make the schoolmaster so ridiculous, and so aware of 
being made ridiculous, that I see him chafe and fret at every pore 
when we cross one another. The amiable occupation has been the 
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solace of my life, since I was baulked in the manner unnecessary to 
recall. I have derived inexpressible comfort from it. I do it thus : 

I stroll out after dark, stroll a little way, look in at a window and 
furtively look out for the schoolmaster. Sooner or later, I perceive 
the schoolmaster on the watch ; sometimes accompanied by his hope- 
ful pupil ; oftener, pupil-less. Having made sure of his watching 
me, I tempt him on, all over London. One night I go east, another 
night north, in a few nights I go all round the compass. Sometimes, I 
walk ; sometimes, I proceed in cabs, draining the pocket of the school- 
master who then follows in cabs. I study and get up abstruse No 
Thoroughfares in the course of the day. With Venetian mystery I seek 
those No Thoroughfares at night, glide into them by means of dark 
courts, tempt the schoolmaster to follow, turn suddenly, and catch him 
before he can retreat. Then we face one another, and I pass him as 
unaware of his existence, and he undergoes grinding torments. 
Similarly, I walk at a great pace down a short street, rapidly turn 
the corner, and, getting out of his view, as rapidly turn. back. I 
catch him coming on post, again pass him as unaware of his exist- 
ence, and again he -undergoes grinding torments. Night after night 
his disappointment is acute, but hope springs eternal in the scholastic 
breast, and he follows me again. to-morrow. Thus I enjoy the 
pleasures of the chase, and derive great benefit from the healthful 
exercise. When I do not enjoy the pleasures of the chase, for any- 
thing I know he watches at the Temple Gate all night." 

" This is an extraordinary story," observed Lightwood, who had 
heard it out with serious attention. "I don't like it." 

" You are a little hipped, dear fellow," said Eugene ; " you have 
been too sedentary. Come and enjoy the pleasures of the chase." 

"Do you mean that you believe he is watching now ?" 
"I have not the slightest doubt he is." 
" Have you seen him to-night ?" 
"I forgot to look for him when I was last out," returned Eugene 

with the calmest indifference ; " but I dare say he was there. Come! 
Be a British sportsman and enjoy the pleasures of the chase. It 
will do you good." 

Lightwood hesitated ; but, yielding to his curiosity, rose. 
"Bravo !" cried Eugene, rising too. " Or, if Yoicks would be in 

better keeping, consider that I said Yoicks. Look to your feet, 
Mortimer, for we shall try your boots. When you are ready, I am- 
need I say with a Hey Ho Chivey, and likewise with a Hark For- 
ward, Hark Forward, Tantivy?" 

" Will nothing make you serious ?" said Mortimer, laughing through 
his gravity. 

"I am always serious, but just now I ara a little excited by the 
glorious fact that a southerly -wind and a cloudy sky proclaim a 
hunting evening. Ready ? So. We turn out the lamp and shut 
the door, and take the field." 

As the two friends passed out of the Temple into the public street, 
Eugene demanded with a show of courteous patronage in which 
direction Mortimer would like the run to be? " There is a rather 
difficult country about Bethnal Green," said Eugene, " and we have 
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not taken in that direction lately. What is your opinion of Bethnal 
Green?" Mortimer assented to Bethnal Green, and they turned east- 
ward. "Now, when we come to St Pears churchyard," pursued 
Eugene, " we'll loiter artfully, and I'll show you the schoolmaster." 
But, they both saw him, before they got there ; alone, and stealing 
after them in the shadow of the houses, on the opposite side of the 
way. 

" Get your wind," said Eugene, " for I am off directly. Does it occur 
to you that the boys of Merry England will begin to deteriorate in an 
educational light, if this lasts long ? The schoolmaster can't attend 
Lo me and the boys too. Got your wind? I am off !" 

At what a rate he went, to breathe the schoolmaster ; and, how he 
then lounged and loitered, to put his patience to another kind of 
wear ; what preposterous ways he took, with no other object on 
earth than to disappoint and punish him; and how he wore him 
out by every piece of ingenuity that his eccentric humour could 
devise; all this Lightwood noted, with a feeling of astonishment 
that so careless a man could be so wary, and that so idle a man could 
take so much trouble. At last, far on in the third hour of the 
pleasures of the chase, when he had brought the poor dogging 
wretch round again into the City, he twisted Mortimer up a few dark 
entries, twisted him into a little square court, twisted him sharp 
round again, and they almost ran against Bradley Headstone. 

" And you see, as I was saying, Mortimer," remarked Eugene 
aloud with the utmost coolness, as though there were no one within 
hearing but themselves : and you see, as I was sayingunder- 
going grinding torments." 

It was not too strong a phrase for the occasion. Looking like the 
hunted and not the hunter, baffled, worn, with the exhaustion of 
deferred hope and consuming hate and anger in his face, white- 
lipped, wild-eyed, draggle-haired, seamed with jealousy and anger, and 
torturing himself with the conviction that he showed it all and they 
exulted in it, he went by them in the dark, like a haggard head 
suspended in the air : so completely did the force of his expression 
cancel his figure. 

Mortimer Lightwood was not an extraordinarily impressible man, 
but this face impressed him. He spoke of it more than once 
on the remainder of the way home, and more than once when they 
got home. 

They had been abed in their respective rooms two or three 
hours, when Eugene was partly awakened by hearing a footstep 
going about, and was fully awakened by seeing Lightwood standing 
at his bedside. 

"Nothing wrong, Mortimer ?" 
"No." 
" What fancy takes you, then, for walking about in the night?" "I am horribly wakeful." 
"Flow comes that about, I wonder !" 
" Eugene, I cannot lose sight of that fellow's face." 
"Odd!" said Eugene with a light laugh, "I can." And turned 

over, and fell asleep again. 
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a fRM THE invariable purity, palatableness, speedy efficacy, and consequent eco- 
nomy of this unrivalled preparation, have obtained for it the general approval 

MO, 
and unqualified confidence of the Medical Profession, and, notwithstanding the 
active and in too many instances unscrupulous opposition of interested dealers, 

wit! an unprecedented amount of public patronage.. 

The immeasurable therapeutic superiority of Dr. DE JONGICS LIGHT-BROIVN 

Con LIVER OIL over every other variety is incontestably established by the 
recorded opinions of the most distinguished Physicians and Surgeons in all 
parts of the world. 

white, In numberless instances, where other kinds of Cod Liver 011 had been 
long and copiously' administered .with little or no benefit, Dr. DE JONGH'S LIGHT 
BROWN COD LEVER OIL has produced almost immediate relief, arrested disease, 
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and restored health. 

CONSUMPTION & DISEASES OF THE CHEST. 
The extraordinary virtues of DR. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN Con LIVER 

OIL in Pulmonary Consumption may now be considered as fully established. 
Administered in time, and uninterruptedly, it has not only the power of subduing 
all disposition to Phthisis but of arresting the development of tubercles; or, when 
the disease has advanced to the developed form, it has accomplished, in count- 
less instances, a perfect cure. No remedy so rapidly restores the exhausted 
strength, improves the nutritive functions, stops or diminishes emaciation, 
checks the perspiration, quiets the cough and expectoration, or produces a 
more marked and favourable influence on the local malady. 

The following high testimony to the efficacy of DR. DE JONGLI'S Con LIVER 

Ora in Consumption is afforded by ALLEN G. CHATTAWAY, Esq., M.R.C.S.,L.S.A., 
the eminent Surgeon to the Leominster Infirmary : 

" Having for some years extensively wed DR. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN Con LITER 
OIL, both in public and private practice, I have no hesitation in stating its effects are very far 
superior to those of any other Cod Liver Oil. Nearly four years since, two cases of confirmed 

Consumption were placed under my care. In both, the lungs were a mass of tubercular 
deposit, and every possible sound to be heard in phthisis was present. The sole remedy employed 
WaS DR. DE JONGH'S Liomr-BaowN Con LIVER OIL; and now (1860) the patients are strong 
and fat; the diseased (abnormal) sounds nearly inaudible; and in the one case (male), hunting, 
fishing, and shooting, are freely indulged in, the patient expressing himself quite capable of 

undergoing as much fatigue as any of his fellow sportsmen." 
rTHRN OVER, 

. 



GENERAL DEBILITY AND EMACIATION. 
IN cases of prostration and emaciation, produced by long sickness, by 

,..(posure to the deleterious influences of tropical and unhealthy climates, to 
vicissitu.des of temperature, or where excessive labour, fatigue, bad nourishment, 
and other hardships have depressed and reduced the vital forces, and where life 

appeared to be even at its lowest ebb, the restorative powers of Dr. DE JONGIT'S 

LIGHT-BROWN Con LIVER OIL have been remarkably manifested. By its admi- 
nistration, the natural appetite is revived, and the functions of digestion and 
assimilation are improved, reanimated, and regulated; and, when its use has been 
steadily persevered in, its peculiar tonic and nutritive properties have entirely 
restored health and strength to the most feeble and deteriorated constitutions. 

The benefit derived is thus described by BENJAMIN CLARKE, Esq., M.R.C.S., 
F.L.S., author of "Notes and Suggestions on Cod Liver Oil and itsUses :" 

"Having myself taken both the Pale and Light-Brown Cod Liver Oils for debility, I am 
able, from my own experience, to remark upon their effects and comparative usefulness as 

remedial agents. After the Pale Oil, and all other remedies that I could think of had failed, 

I tried, merely as a last resort, Dr. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL. I received 
immediate relief; and its use was the means of my restoration to health." 

From innumerable medical opinions of the highest character in commenda- 
lion of Dr. DE JONGH'S Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil, the Allowing are selected : 

Sir HENRY MARSH, Part.. M.D., T.0 D., 
Physician in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland, Ex-President of the Royal College of Physicians in Ireland, Physi- 
cian to amens' Hospital, Consulting Physician to the City of Dublin,SI. Vincent, and Rotunda Hospitals, &c., &c. 

"I have frequently prescribed Dr. de Jongh's Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil. I consider 
it to be a very pure Oil, not likely to create disgust, and a therapeutic agent of great value." 

Ifferrion Square, Dublin, Sept. 6, 1860. 

EDWIN LANKESTER, Esq., N.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., 
Late Lecturer on the Practice of Physic at St. George's Medical School, Superintendent of the Food Collection at the 

South Rensington Museum, Medical Officer of Health, St. James's, be., be. 

"I consider that the purity and genuineness of this Oil are secured in its preparation by 

the personal attention of so good a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. DE JONGH, VOW 

has also written the best medical treatise on the Oil with which I am acquainted. Hence, I 
deem the Cod Liver Oil sold under his guarantee to be preferable to any other kind as regards 
genuineness and medicinal efficacy." 

8, Savile Row, TV., Aug. 1, 1859. 

A. B. GRANVILLE, Esq., M.D., L.R.C.P. F.R.S., 
Author of "THE SPAS OF GERMANY," "Tan SPAS OF ENGLAND," "ON SUDDEN DEATH," &C., &C. 

"Dr. Granville considers this Oil to be preferable in many respects to Oils sold without 
the guarantee of such an authority as DE JONGH. Dr. Granville has found that this particular 
kind produces the desired effect in a shorter time than others, and that it does not cause the 
nausea and indigestion too often consequent on the administration of the Pale Oils. The Oil 
being, moreover, much more palatable, Dr. Granville's patients have themselves expressed a 
preference for Dr. DE JONGH'S Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil. 

1, Curzon Street, May Fair, Jan. 7, 1856. 

RICHARD MOORE LAWRANCE, Esq.. M.D., L.R.C.P., 
Physician to U.R.H. the Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Great Northern Hospital, 

Author of "ON GOUT AND RHEUMATISM,» &C., &C. 

"I have frequently tested your Cod Liver Oil, and so impressed am I with its superiority, 
that I invariably prescribe it in preference to any other, feeling assured that lam recommending 
a genuine article, and not a manufactured compound, in which the efficacy of this invaluable 
medicine is destroyed." 

21, Connaught Square, Hyde Par/c, Jan. 26, 1856. 

DR. DE JONGH'S LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL is sold ONLY in IMPERIAL 
Ralf-Pints, 2s.64, ; Pints, 4s. 94. ; Quarts, 9m; Capsuled, and Labelled with his Stamp and Signature, 

WITHOUT WHICH NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUINE, - 

By most respectable Chemists and Druggists throughout the British Empire.' 
SOLI] CONSIGNEES, 

ANSAR, HARFORD, and CO., 77, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 
CAUTION. Beware of urvrincipled attempts to substitute inferior or worthless preparations. 
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Court Trains, Silk Robes, New Dress Fabrics, 

GRANT AND GA_SK 
Invite an Inspection of their unusually Large Collection of Novelties for the season, amongst which are several 

beautiful specimens of 

COURT TRAINS, MANTLES, RICH SILK ROBES, &c., 
Which can be seen only at their Establishment. 

MOIRE ANTIQUES, CRYSTALLIZES, SATIN BROCADES, TOUT-CITIT SATINS, 
for Court and Dinner Dresses. 

An immense variety of NEW FANCY SILKS from 21 Guineas the full dress of 14 yards, vide width. LYONS FOULARDS, 
for Ladies' Morning Suits, &o. RICH GLACES and GROS-DE-SO/E in all the new shades 

of colour, at 25 Guineas full dress of It yards, wide width. 

EXTRA RICH BROCIIII AND CHENA SILKS, BROCHA MOIRE ANTIQUES, from 35 to 5 Guineas. 

New Designs in 

113 EA.1iOIF S Trit I it, T S 
In Plain and Fancy Silks, Gros-Grains, Lyons Foulards, Moire Antiques, &c. 

RICHLY EMBROIDERED MADE-UP SHIRTS, 
With JACKETS and Suits complete, in Pekin Cloths, Arabian Glaces, 

Sicilian Lawns, Coraille Cloths, &c. 

Several hundred Pieces of French Brilliantines and Printed Cambrics much below the usual prices. 

Novelties in French Printed Organdie Muslins, Jaconets, and Pitas, &c. 

THE MANTLE & SHAWL DEPARTMENTS 
llave been considerably enlarged, and contain the most Elegant Novelties for the season at most Moderate Prices. 

Mantles & Jackets in Velvet, Rich Glace, Gros-Grain, Lace, Grenadine, 
Waterproof Cloth, Burnous Opera Mantles, &c. 

A MANUFACTURER'S STOCK OF 

BLACK LACE SHAWLS AND ROTONDES, 
THE LARGEST AND CHEAPEST. EVER OFFERED.' 

The BLACK PUSHER LACE NOTONDES, very best quality, will be sold at 3 Guineas, the price in regular 
stock being 6I Guineas. 

ALL OTHER KINDS PROPORTIONABLY CHEAP. 

THE MOURNING DEPARTMENT 
Contains a large and well-assorted Stock of every description of Goods for Family and Complimentary Moutning, 

Several New Makes In Plain and Figured BLACK SILKS, in GRAF DE LYON, GROS-GRAIN, RADZIMERE, Re., Which can 
be recommended to wear, from 3s. 9d. per yard, wide width. 

A LARGE SELECTION OF NADE-Iir 2101jRNING SKIRTS ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

COURT TRAINS, WEDDING TROUSSEAUX, GENERAL MOURNING, ETC., 
Completed on the Premises on the shortest notice. 

Richly Embroidered INDOOR JACKETS, One Guinea. 

Illustrations of Fashions for the Season Free on Application. 
PATTERNS FORWARDED FREE. 

58, 59, 60 61, 62, Oxford St. ; & 3, 4 5, Wells St., 
LONDON. 

- 

&c. 



The Furnishing of Bed-rooms. 

HEAL and SON having observed for some time that it would be advantageous 
to their customers to see a much larger selection of Bed-room Furniture than 
is usually displayed, and that to judge properly of the style and effect of the 
different descriptions of Furniture, it is necessary that each description should 
be placed in separate rooms, have erected large and additional Show Booms, by 

which they will be enabled not only to extend their show of Iron, Brass, and 
Wood Bedsteads, and Bed-room Furniture, beyond what they believe has ever 
been attempted ; but also to provide several small rooms for the purpose of 
keeping complete suites of Bed-room Furniture in the different styles. 

Japanned Deal Goods may be seen in complete suites of five or six different 
colours, some of them light and ornamental, and others of a plainer description. 
Suites of Stained Deal Gothic Furniture, Polished Deal, Oak, and Walnut, 
are also set apart in separate rooms, so that customers are able to see the effect 
as it would appear in their own rooms. A Suite of very superior Gothic Oak 
Furniture will generally be kept in stock, and from time to time new and select 
Furniture in various woods will be added. 

Bed .Furnitures are fitted to the Bedsteads in large numbers, so that a 
complete assortment may be seen, and the effect of any particular pattern, 
ascertained as it would appear on the Bedstead. 

A very large stock of Bedding (HEAL and SON'S original trade) is 
placed on the BEDSTEADS. 

The stock of Mahogany Goods for the better Bed-rooms, and Japanned 
Goods for plain and Servants' use, is very greatly increased. The entire 
Stock is arranged in eight rooms, six galleries, each 120 feet long, and two 
large ,ground floors, the whole forming as complete an assortment of 13ed-room 
Furniture as they think can possibly be desired. 

_Every attention is paid to the manufacture of the Cabinet work ; and 
they have just erected large Workshops on the premises for this purpose, that 
the manufacture may be under their own immediate care. 

Their Bedding trade receives their constant and personal attention, every 
article being made on the premises. 

They particularly call attention to their New Spring Mattrass, the 
Sommier Elastique Portatzf. It is portable, durable, and elastic, and lower 
in price than the old Spring Mattrass. 

HEAL AND SON'S 
Illustrated Catalogue of Bedsteads, Bedding, and Bed-room 

Furniture sent Free by Post. 

106, 197, 198 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON. 
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